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Abstract

This thesis presents the architecture and the algorithm of the Hierarchy for Pattern Extraction (HyPE) artificial neural network. The training algorithm and the recalling algorithm of the HyPE artificial neural network are rewritten into C based on a Smalltalk prototype. A switching tree minimization program is introduced that provides logic minimization capable of handling a higher transistor tree height and merges several transistor trees. The Northern Telecom 0.8μ Bipolar Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (BATMOS) technology is used to implement the designs in this thesis. There are two final dynamic neuron designs that have been verified and fabricated. One neuron uses the True Single Phase Clocking (TSPC) Latch and the other neuron uses the Ultra Fast Dynamic Current Steering (UCDCS) latch at the output of the dynamic functional block. The verification of the functional blocks for both neuron designs is done using SPICE simulation. The highest clocking speed applied to the TSPC neuron and the UCDCS neuron are 50MHz and 66MHz, respectively. Additionally, by isolating one of the transistor trees from the functional block, the clocking speed up to 333MHz can be achieved. Finally, a test chip including these two final dynamic neuron designs has been fabricated.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation of the thesis

The Hierarchy for pattern extraction (HyPE) artificial neural network was originally proposed by Andrew Coward [1] in the early nineties. It was soon realized that it had the potential to become a complete digital network. A joint project between Northern Telecom (NT) and the VLSI Research Group, University of Windsor, was proposed at the same time in order to explore the possibility of implementing HyPE in BATMOS, which was at the time the state of the art fabrication technology available at NT. Our starting basis was a prototype Smalltalk implementation of the HyPE algorithm written by Andrew Coward. As a proof of concept, a single neuron was selected for VLSI implementation. It was not too long before it was realized that the use of tcells, the BATMOS standard library elements, was very expensive in terms of space for this kind of application. Therefore a full custom dynamic logic style was adopted for the implementation of the neuron. This dynamic style is based on a recently proposed timing scheme, the True Single Phase Clock (TSPC), for which novel storage elements using the full advantages of BiCMOS technologies have been designed by the VLSI Group.
1.2 Background

The topic of the Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) has been investigated for a long time. ANNs are widely used in different applications such as pattern recognition, optimization, product of predicting financial analysis and more.

Most of the ANNs work with analog neuron which are easy to program but not so easy to implement in silicon. Recently, researchers have developed digital neural networks, such as the adaptive probability neural network [6][7][8] and the HyPE artificial neural network. Although the digital ANN is easy to implement in silicon, it has the disadvantage that the size of the ANN can be several times larger than the analog ANN.

The HyPE artificial neural network is the focus of this thesis. The purpose of the HyPE artificial neural network is to provide the recognition of suggested patterns sent into the network. Since the HyPE artificial neural network is still under modification and it requires a long time to verify one set of parameters, we need a faster process in order to train the network. This thesis focuses on finding a way to improve the performance of the training process, using the Bipolar Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (BiCMOS) technology provided by Northern Telecom. It also provides an implementation of the general neuron that involves all the functionality of each neuron in the architecture and is the most representative sub-function to implement under the algorithm of interest.

1.3 Thesis objective

The original objective of this thesis was to reverse engineer the algorithm from the Smalltalk program which was the only resource available to us in the beginning. A rigorous description of the algorithm was to be written as part of this investigation. The other objective was to implement in the VLSI medium the full architecture (or some well defined part of it) in order to improve the training performance of the artificial neural network. As a side effect of this process, a new implementation of the switching tree
minimization procedure had to be written in order to generate the full custom implementations of the functional blocks of the neuron.

1.4 Thesis Organization

This thesis includes six chapters. Chapter 1 provides the background of this research and provides the structure of each chapter in this thesis.

Chapter 2 introduces the hierarchy for pattern extraction (HyPE) artificial neural network. It provides the background, architecture and the algorithm of the HyPE artificial neural network. This chapter focuses on the architecture and the algorithm of the HyPE based on the original Smalltalk program written by L.Andrew Coward[1]. Both of them are discussed deeply step by step and compared with the modern artificial neural network.

Chapter 3 presents the graphical switching tree minimization algorithm and the two latch designs that are used in this thesis. The graphical switching tree minimization algorithm is proposed by Bryant[14][19]. A switching tree minimization program written in C programming language is presented. The two latch designs are the true single phase clocking (TSPC) latch[12][15] and the ultra fast dynamic current steering (UCDCS) latch proposed by J.C. Czilli[12].

Chapter 4 presents the pipeline neuron implementation approach and the single block neuron implementation approach for the general neuron that can improve the training process of the HyPE artificial neural network. After that it goes through the other directory of approaches that are based on using the standard cell in 0.8μm BATMOS library (tcell) to design the neuron and using the dynamic logic with switching tree minimization to design the neuron. The two designs of 3-input single block dynamic neuron are chosen to use in the implementation of the general neuron. A test cell has been designed and submitted for fabrication.
The last chapter, Chapter 5, concludes the work done in this thesis. It provides suggestions for improving the architecture and the algorithm of the HyPE artificial neural network and the way to implement the neuron design for the possible future direction of the research in HyPE project.
Chapter 2

Hierarchy for Pattern Extraction

2.1 Introduction

This chapter discusses the artificial neural network that Andrew L. Coward brings out from the Brain operation system (The Brain Model). This chapter is divided into four sections. Section one is the introduction of this chapter. The second section is the background of the brain model. The third section is the architecture of the Hierarchy for Pattern Extraction (HyPE). The fourth section is the algorithm used in HyPE. The last section is the summary of the HyPE network.

2.2 Background of ANN

Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) have been considered as an area of active research for a long time. Most of the developed artificial neural networks are based on the non-linearity neuron which uses a non-linearity function such as a sigmoid function. These kinds of artificial neural networks have some similarities, such as the non-linearity neuron, fixed network size, ease of simulation, and difficulty to fabricate in Very Large Scale Integrated (VLSI). Although the most current VLSI circuit technology is used, it still faces some difficulty, regarding
fabrication. The original design in the design environment and after the fabrication may have difference dimensions. These differences may be small but they could create a big problem due to the nature of artificial neural networks in VLSI. Since most of the artificial neural networks use a non-linearity function at the output of a neuron, Either fault tolerance of the fabrication process in the training process or to reduce the sensitivity of the artificial neural network need to be included.

There are several ways to bypass this problem. One is using discrete weight and sigmoid function in the software training process. When the artificial neural network is recalling, the hard-limit function replaces the sigmoid function as the non-linearity function of the artificial neuron. Since the artificial neural network uses the discrete weight and hard-limiting function, it adds great flexibility to the design. Although the fabrication process creates some dimension differences, the design can still handle that. This method was applied on two $3\mu$ Complementary Metal-Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) designs [3][4], on an optical coupled neural network and a $1.2\mu$ CMOS design[5] on programmable optical coupled neural network. Another approach is the Hierarchy for Pattern Extraction (HyPE) artificial neural network architecture that created by Andrew L. Coward[1][21] using the Smalltalk-V programming language in 1990. The other one is the adaptive probability neural network[6][7][8][9]. The HyPE artificial neural network is the architecture, that this thesis focuses on.

### 2.3 Architecture of HyPE

The diagram in Figure 2.1 shows the brain model of Andrew design. Input layer (Thalamus) is the sensor of the network. It presents sensory input signals to the middle layer. The middle Layer (Cortex) is a multilevel pattern declarative memory storage that keeps the characteristic of a target group and gives action recommendation to the network. There are three levels of neurons, Alpha level, Beta level and Gamma level. Each of these levels may contain more than a thousand neurons. It depends on the training process and the training pattern. Output layer (Basal Ganglia) is the action selection section. It contains a single artificial neuron. There are two management systems taking care of the
training process. One of them is resource management (Hippocampus). It contains the mapping of the middle layer neuron resources and assigns additional neurons if the network requires more memory storage. Hypothalamus is the other kind of control management. It controls the novelty arousal that sets the threshold value of each resource neuron (virgin neuron) in the middle layer. It also controls the pleasure and pain signal releasing to the output layer neuron.

Figure 2.1 The Diagram of the Brain Model

In the middle layer, each level contains two regions: the action recommendation region and the unused resource region. The unused resource region (virgin region) contains unused neurons and those are called virgin neurons. Neurons in the action recommendation region (regular region) are called regular neurons. These neurons are the memory storage of the target pattern that give the information, justifying whether the input pattern belongs to the target group or not. The characteristic and the functionality of these neurons will be discussed in more detail in the next section.
**HyPE** is a feedforward multilayer hierarchy artificial neural network implementing the Brain Model. The sensor gives the input signal to the input layer. Input signals of the alpha level, in middle layer, are the output signals of the input layer. The output signals of the alpha level neurons will penetrate to the beta level neuron as their input signals. The output signals of the beta level neurons will penetrate to the gamma level neurons and so are the output signals of gamma level. They will become the input signals of the basal ganglia layer neuron. The artificial neural network does not have any connection cross over levels or layers. E.g. there is no connectivity behaviour between alpha level’s neurons and gamma level’s neurons. It is shown in Figure 2.2.

**Figure 2.2 HyPE Architecture**
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The arrows in the Figure 2.2 represent the direction of the signal and show all the possible connections between the layers and the levels. There are two things to notice in this figure. First, there is no connection between the beta virgin region and the gamma regular region. The missing connection is based on the present architecture. It can be modified easily by a small modification in the algorithm and the connection can be restored. The other missing connectivity is the gamma virgin region and the output layer. It is also based on the architecture, however it cannot be replaced unless there is a big modification on the algorithm.

2.3.1 Neuron Model

In the HyPE architecture, two types of neurons are used. One is called regular neuron that has already recognized a specific pattern. The other one is called virgin neuron that has not yet recognized any pattern but has been configured to have a high potential to fire and then imprint. Imprinting is a process that transfers a virgin neuron to a regular neuron. This process will be discussed in more detail later. There are three levels of neurons in the middle layer and a neuron in output layer, Basal Ganglia layer. Basically, each neuron has a similar characteristic and functionality except for the output layer neuron. Each neuron contains a threshold value and connectivity to the upper level. The threshold value and connectivity of a neuron normally are unique. This will be clear in the algorithm section.

The activity of a neuron depends on the threshold value and connectivity of the neuron. Threshold value for each neuron is an integer number. Connectivity of a neuron is based on the history of the probability of upper level neurons' activity. It will be discussed in more detail in the algorithm. There is no weight on each connection. It is either connected or not. From a modern artificial neural network perspective, there are only two different kinds of weight for each connection. Those are 0 and 1. It is much simpler than the modern artificial neuron. The modern artificial neuron needs to have a weight on each input connection and needs to have a nonlinear activation function after the summation to determine the activity of the neuron. Figure 2.3 shows a schematic diagram of a
McCulloch-Pitts[2] neuron. This model can be equated as the following with notations that used in the HyPE neuron.

\[ G_{i,j+1,t} = f_i \left( \sum_n w_{ni} G_{n,j,t} \cdot \mu_i \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.1)

**Figure 2.3 Diagram of a McCulloch-Pitts neuron**

The firing status, \( G_{ijt} \), represents the output signal of the \( i \) 'th neuron in the \( j \) 'th level in the \( t \) 'th pattern of time process. The upper level firing status, \( F_{n,j-1,t} \), represents the output signal of the \( n \) 'th neuron in the \( (j-1) \) 'th level in the \( t \) 'th pattern of time process. It is same as the firing status,\( G_{i,j-1,t} \). \( w_{ni} \), represents the weight between the \( i \) 'th neuron in the current level and the \( n \) 'th neuron in the upper level. It can be a positive value or a negative value. \( \mu_i \) represents the threshold value of the \( i \) 'th neuron in the \( j \) 'th level. The nonlinear activation function, \( f \), in McCulloch-Pitts' model is a step function, however it can be modified by using the other nonlinear activation function such as, the signum, sigmoid and threshold logic functions.

In HyPE, since there is no weight on the input connections, the firing status of the artificial neuron is determined from the sum of active input connections, and then compared with the threshold value of the neuron. If the sum of active input connections is greater or equal to the threshold value, the neuron fires (the firing status is 1). For example, if there are 3 active input connections, and the threshold value of the neuron is 3, then the neuron
fired. In the general case the firing status of a neuron can be modeled in the HyPE as follows:

\[ G_{i,j,t} = f\left( \sum_B [C_{n,i,j,t} \land F_{n,j-1,t}] - T_{i,j,t} \right) \]

(2.2)

**Figure 2.4 Schematic Diagram of the neuron in HyPE**

$\sum_B$ is a function that sum up the boolean numbers. The threshold, $T_{ijt}$, represents the threshold of the $i$'th neuron in the $j$'th level in the $t$'th pattern of processing time. In here $j$ would be declared more clearly. $j$ is defined as the subscript notation for level or layer. In HyPE architecture, input layer is 0, alpha level is 1, beta level is 2, gamma level is 3 and the basal ganglia is 4. $j$ is a positive integer value. The connectivity, $C_{nijt}$, represents the connection between the $n$'th neuron in the $(j-1)$'th level and the $i$'th neuron in the $j$'th level. As the diagram shows, the artificial neuron in HyPE architecture is not fully connected to the upper level or layer. The connectivity is defined by the firing population on the upper level. This will be defined more clearly in the next section. Since the threshold, $T_{ijt}$, is an integer value and so is the sum of the input signals, the signal that passes past through the nonlinear activation function, $f$, is no longer seen as a continuous value. This is one of the advantages of the HyPE architecture.
The model presented above is for a general neuron. It includes neurons in alpha level, virgin neurons in beta level and neurons in gamma level. Regular beta neurons need to have an additional condition to fire:

\[
G_{ijt} = f \left\{ \left( \sum_B [C_{n,i,j,t} \land F_{n,j-1,t}] - T_{ijt} \right) \land \left( \sum_B [C_{n,i,j,t} \land F_{n,j-1,t} \land E_{n,j-1,t}] - T_{ijt} \right) \right\}
\]

(2.3)

\(E_{n,j-1,t}\) represents the status of the neuron, i.e. whether it is regular neuron (1) or a virgin neuron (0). The additional condition is applied because the regular beta neuron may have some connections from the virgin alpha neuron. This additional condition protects the over firing with the additional active virgin input neuron.

The neuron in the output layer, Basal Ganglia, is a unique neuron in the HyPE architecture. Its connectivity is controlled by the hierarchy management, hypothalamus, with the pain and pleasure feedback. It will be discussed in more detail in the algorithm description. The firing status of this neuron is determined by any active input connectivity occupied. In other words, if it has any active input connections, the neuron is firing. The model of the firing status of Basal Ganglia neuron is shown as in the following:

\[
G_{1,4,t} = f \left( \sum_B [C_{n,1,4,t} \land F_{n,3,t}] - 1 \right)
\]

(2.4)

The firing status, \(G_{1,4,t}\), is the Basal Ganglia neuron firing status.

### 2.4 The HyPE Algorithm

The HyPE algorithm is used to recognize a target group's patterns from the other group of patterns. Due to the complexity of the algorithm, it needs to be divided into 5 parts for further discussion. First is the input pattern for training and then is the overall training process. After that we have the detail of the initialization process, wake process, sleep process and the recalling process.
2.4.1 Training Pattern

Patterns that are presented to the network are generated from sampling frequency distribution. The training process requires three groups of patterns, so each of the groups needs to create one distribution. Group distribution is the sampling of the group and the summing up the characteristic of the group. An example is given in Figure 2.5. These are the distributions of the 3 groups of object that have the bell shape sampling frequency. Each of the patterns that are presented to the network are generated from those distributions by randomly selecting 21 characteristic out of the 54 from the example of group distribution in Figure 2.5. The C programming source code, “C Code for generating input patterns” on page 77, is used to generate the 500 input patterns.

Figure 2.5 Characteristic distribution of Groups A, B, C

Here is a simple example of 3 characters A, B, C (Figure 2.6). Each character contains 54 characteristic components. Each characteristic component at the edge of the characters has 100 sampling frequency and the other characteristic component has 1 sampling frequency. A group of patterns for each character can be generated by randomly selecting from the sampling frequency distribution in this example.
Figure 2.6 Character A, B, C

There are two examples of patterns that are generated from the distribution of character A in Figure 2.7. These patterns have about 10% distortion from the original character. Using the examples in Figure 2.7, the patterns that are presented to the network are as follows:

```
001100|010010|10001|100000|001001|000000|000001|100000|100001
001000|010010|100000|100001|011011|000001|000001|100000|100001
```

Figure 2.7 Examples from Character A's pattern

Using these 500 patterns from each of the characters, one can show the similarity of those patterns. Character A is defined as the target pattern for this network. The similarity of those patterns is the sum of the sampling frequency of each of the characteristics that are presented in those patterns and then normalized with respect to the sum of the sampling frequency of the characteristics in the Character A. e.g. The sum of sampling frequency of Character A in Figure 2.6 is 2232. The similarity of those examples in Figure 2.7 is 53.763% and 67.2%, respectively.
Figure 2.8 shows the similarity distribution of 500 patterns for each of the characters versus the frequency. The similarity distribution provides an idea of possible distinguish ability of the network. A group of character A has an average of 62% similarity, and the similarity of character B and character C is 44% and 36%, respectively.

### Figure 2.8 Plot of the Similarity Distribution of Character A, B, C

2.4.2 Overall Training Algorithm

The overall training algorithm, shown as Figure 2.9, is divided into three parts: the initialization algorithm, the wake algorithm and the sleep algorithm.

### Figure 2.9 The Flow Chart of the Overall Training Algorithm

Hierarchy for Pattern Extraction  The HyPFL Algorithm
In the training algorithm, one needs three groups of patterns to train the neural network. One is the target group. The other two are the non-target groups. These patterns are used in three presentation methods. The first presentation method is to initialize the neural network focus on the target group of patterns. The second presentation method is to enhance the recognition of the target group’s patterns. The third presentation method is to remove some of the error recognition of the non-target groups’ patterns. It is done by putting some non-target groups’ patterns into the artificial neural network. Table 2.1 shows the information of the number of patterns presented to the artificial neural network and the maximum number of times that these patterns are presented to the network. In the third presentation method, patterns that are presented to the network are interlacing. Using the example of character A, B and C, the order of patterns presented to the network is the pattern of character A, the pattern of character B, the pattern of character C, and then back to other pattern of character A and so on. Also the set of character A that is presented in the third presentation method is different from the first and the second presentation method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Presentation Method</th>
<th>Group 1 (Target)</th>
<th>Group 2 (Non-target)</th>
<th>Group 3 (Non-target)</th>
<th>presenting times</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4.3 Initialization Algorithm

Initialization algorithm is a process that creates a set of neurons in each level in the middle layer. Since the algorithm of HyPE is a digital artificial neural network, it has unlimited potential to learn if there are enough accessible neuron resources. The initialization
algorithm is to supply the amount of neuron resources to the artificial neural network for the first presentation method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level (j)</th>
<th>Neurons (NV_j)</th>
<th>Inputs (m_{ji})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alpha</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamma</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2 show the number of neuron resources in each level when the artificial neural network initializes. It also shows the maximum number of input, m_{ji}, these neurons can have.

Connectivity of a neuron is randomly selected from the upper level's neurons. Since the artificial neural network does not have any regular neuron in the initial state, it randomly selects from the unit distribution of the population of virgin neurons. The following is the process to select the input connections to each neuron:

\[ C_{\mathcal{R}[1,N_{j-1}];i,j,0} \leftarrow 1; i \in S_{j,i} \]  

(2.5)

\( m_{ji} \) represents the maximum number of connections. \( \mathcal{R}[1,N_{j-1}] \) is a random number that randomly selects among 1 and \( N_{j-1} \). \( N_{j-1} \) is the number of neuron in the \( j-1 \)'th level or layer. Because the connections are randomly selected, it is possible to have some duplicated connections. Therefore the number of input connection may be less than \( m_{ji} \) show in Table 2.2.

2.4.4 Wake Algorithm

Wake algorithm is a process that trains the neurons in the middle layer to store the information of presented patterns. Flow chart in Figure 2.10 shows the wake algorithm.
Figure 2.10 Flow chart of the Wake Algorithm

A few points in the flowchart need to be discussed. When a pattern is presented to the artificial neural network, it will check to see that the neural network is in the initial state. Initial state is the one which the network is still using the first presentation method that focuses the neural network to recognize the target group. It will check that virgin neurons are active or not. If not, the novelty arousal value will increase. This value controls the threshold value of the virgin neuron in each level in middle layer. Table 2.3 shows how the novelty arousal value effects the threshold value of virgin neuron in each level. Since the neural network is at the initial state, novelty arousal value is set to 1 at the beginning. Therefore the threshold values of virgin neuron in alpha level, beta level and gamma level are 7, 7 and 6, respectively. At the second and third presentation method, the novelty arousal value is set to 0 at the beginning. This is going to let the artificial neural network
check that the pattern is already recognized. That is done because no virgin neuron will have more the 50 input connections.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Novelty Arousal</th>
<th>Alpha Level</th>
<th>Beta Level</th>
<th>Gamma Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$M$ is the minimum number of gamma firing before completing the training of the input pattern. \( \sum_{B} [n_{ij}] \) defines the number of active inputs. Novelty arousal criterion, \( NAC \), is given by:

\[
NAC = PF \frac{\sum_{B} R_{jt}}{k1} \left( k2 + k3 \frac{\sum_{B} R_{jt} - \beta_{initial}}{\beta_{initial}} \right) \quad (2.6)
\]

\( PF \) is the pain factor. It increases 5% every time when pain is experience. Pain is a signal that a non-target pattern makes the basal ganglia neuron fire. \( \sum_{B} R_{jt} \) is the size of the regular region in beta level. \( \beta_{initial} \) is the initial beta level regular region size. It is defined right after the first presentation method. \( k1, k2, k3 \) are the constants in this expression. The value of \( k1, k2, k3 \) is 300, 0.25 and 1.25, respectively.

Imprinting is the process that converts a virgin neuron to a regular neuron when the virgin neuron is active in the training process. When a virgin neuron fires and the neural network goes into the imprinting process, the non-active input of the neuron will be removed and the threshold value of the neuron will set as follows:
\[ T_{ijt} = \sum_R |I_{n_{ijt}}| - 1 \]  

(2.7)

An example of imprinting a neuron is given in Figure 2.11. In the example, the virgin neuron has 3 active input connections. When it is imprinted, the non-active input has been removed and the threshold is set to 2. The threshold value of the neuron will normally be fixed at this time but there is a special case on beta regular neuron. It will be discussed further in the sleep algorithm.

**Figure 2.11 An Example of Imprinting a Neuron**

There is a limitation for imprinting for each level in different presentation method. Table 2.4 shows the limitation for imprinting neuron.

**Table 2.4. Limitation of Imprinting Virgin Neuron in each Level**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Presentation</th>
<th>Alpha</th>
<th>Beta</th>
<th>Gamma</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Method 1 (initial)</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method 2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method 3</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4.5 Sleep Algorithm

Sleep algorithm, shown as Figure 2.12, is a process that reorganizes resource neurons of the artificial neural network. It includes removing and adding new virgin neurons in the levels. Beta regular neurons will have an average number of new input connections from
the alpha virgin neurons just generated. The threshold of all virgin neurons and the threshold value of beta regular neurons need to be reassigned.

**Figure 2.12 Flow Chart of the Sleep Algorithm**

Virgin neurons after the last wake process are reorganized and new virgin neurons are added to the network. The process of generating new virgin neuron is similar to the initialization algorithm, but the limitation of virgin neurons and the number of their input connections are different from it. Since the imprinted virgin neurons are part of the basic neurons, in the artificial neural network, the limitation of new virgin neuron is much less. On the contrary, each new virgin neuron may have more input connections. Table 2.5 shows the configuration of number of neurons and number of their input connections in sleep algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Neurons (NV&lt;sub&gt;j&lt;/sub&gt;)</th>
<th>Inputs (m&lt;sub&gt;j&lt;/sub&gt;)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>alpha</td>
<td>30-80</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beta</td>
<td>30-80</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gamma</td>
<td>30-80</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Number of new virgin neurons, NV<sub>j</sub>, in the j’th level basically is given by:

\[
NV_j = 15 \times \frac{NV_j + SR_j - S_j}{10}
\]

(2.8)

where SR<sub>j</sub> represents number of regular neuron and S<sub>j</sub> represents number of neuron in the j’th level after wake process. If NV<sub>j</sub> is less then 30, it will set to 40. If NV<sub>j</sub> is
greater than 80, it will reset to 80. Also the size of the each level effects the number of virgin neuron go to be generated. If the sum of NV\textsubscript{j} and SR\textsubscript{j} is less than 200, NV\textsubscript{j} will increase until the size of each level is at least 200.

The input connection of neuron is randomly selected from the input populations, IP\textsubscript{jt}. IP\textsubscript{jt} is the population of the input history, IH\textsubscript{jt}. IH\textsubscript{jt} is based on the last IH\textsubscript{j-1} and the input record, IR\textsubscript{jt}. The input record, IR\textsubscript{jt}, is the population of active regular neuron in the (j - 1)\textsuperscript{th} level that involves the activity of regular neuron in the j\textsuperscript{th} level. The algorithms of generating those populations, histories and records are in Appendix A. An example of those input connections to the beta level is given in Figure 2.13.

![Figure 2.13 An Example of Finding IR\textsubscript{jt}, IH\textsubscript{jt} and IP\textsubscript{jt}](image)

Assuming the input history, IH\textsubscript{2,t-1}, is as the following:

\[
\text{IH}\textsubscript{2,t-1} \leftrightarrow [205, 88, 270, 45, 90, 0, 0, 114, 4, 80, 60, 44, 0]
\]

From the example in Figure 2.13, the input record, IR\textsubscript{2,t}, is as the following:

\[
\text{IR}\textsubscript{2,t} \leftrightarrow [1, 0, 1, 2, 2, 0, 0, 1, 2, 0, 0, 1, 0]
\]

Using the following equation in the algorithm and replacing the constant, k\textsubscript{1}, to 500
\[ IH_{n,2,t} \leftarrow \left[ \frac{k_1 (500)}{\sum_{s \in S_{1,t}} IH_{s,2,t-1}} \times IH_{n,2,t-1} + \frac{k_1 (500)}{\sum_{s \in S_{1,t}} IR_{s,2,t}} \times IR_{n,2,t} \right] ; n \in S_{R_{1,t}} \]
\[ \therefore IH_{2,t} \Leftarrow [153, 44, 185, 122, 145, 0, 107, 102, 40, 30, 72, 0] \]

Since \( j = 2 \), the following equations apply to the input population, \( IP_{2,t} \). The constants, \( kk_3 \) and \( kk_4 \), are replaced with 100 and 1000, respectively.

\[
\begin{align*}
IP_{nj,t} & \leftarrow \left[ \sum_{s = 1}^{n} IH_{sj,t} + \frac{kk_3 (100)}{\sum_{B_i,j-1,t} E_{i,j-1,t}} \right] ; n \in S_{R_{j-1,t}} \\
IP_{nj,t} & \leftarrow \left[ \sum_{s = 1}^{n} IH_{sj,t} + \frac{kk_4 (1000)}{\sum_{B_i,j-1,t} E_{i,j-1,t}} \right] ; n \in S_{V_{j-1,t}} \\
\therefore IP_{2,t} & \Leftarrow [163, 217, 412, 544, 699, 1032, 1365, 1482, 1594, 1644, 1684, 1766, 2099]
\end{align*}
\]

The input population, \( IP_{2,t} \), will be used to generate new input to those new virgin neurons in beta level.

The new input connections to the beta regular neurons are based on the distribution of firing population, \( LPF \), of beta regular neuron and the distribution of the virgin neuron, \( LL \), in alpha level. Firing population, \( FP_{jt} \), is the population history of active regular neuron in the \( j \)'th level. The number of new connections to the alpha level is the product of average, \( AVE \), number and the number of beta regular neuron, \( SR_2 \).

### 2.4.6 Recalling Process

After the artificial neural network is trained, it needs a recalling process to test the network. When a pattern is presented to the trained artificial neural network, the neural network will give a suggestion whether the pattern belongs to the target group or not, based on the information stored in the middle layer in the training process.
The trained neural network has some neurons occupied in each level that are no longer useful for information retrieving. Because of the efficiency of recalling, those neurons are removed from the network before trying to recall any pattern. Program, in Appendix B "recall program" on page 91, is the source code of the recalling process. It first reads in the configuration of trained artificial neural network, then removes those useless regular neurons or virgin neurons in each level and at last it presents a list of patterns to the network. Those patterns are coming from a data file and they can be the target group’s patterns or the non-target group’s patterns.

2.5 Summary

This Chapter includes the architecture and the algorithm of Hierarchy for Pattern Extraction (HyPE). HyPE is for single group of pattern recognition. It is a multi-level artificial neural network. The learning algorithm was invented by Andrew L. Coward based on his Brain Model. After going through the algorithm, it is easy to understand that HyPE is a complete digital artificial neural network. HyPE is a non-fully connected artificial neural network that has no weight at all the connections. Since the training algorithm applies the random selection connectivity from the distribution, the result artificial neural network will be different from one to the other with the same initial setting. Therefore, it needs at least 10 runs to verify the setting of those parameters in the network. Since the artificial neural network normally has about 1000 neurons in each level, the verification time for each changing is time consuming. Basically, the disadvantages of the HyPE artificial neural network are that it is a complex and time consuming. The advantages of HyPE artificial neural network are its flexibility and the fact that it is a complete digital network, therefore it is appropriate for VLSI implementation.
Chapter 3

Switching Tree Minimization & Latch Designs

3.1 Introduction

The chapter discusses the minimization process and the latch designs that are going to be applied into the implementation of HyPE. The minimization method is based on Bryant's work. There are two latch designs that will be discussed. One is the True Single Phase Clock (TSPC) latch design and the other is Ultra-Fast Completely Dynamic Current Steering (UCDCS) latch which was modified based on the Completely Dynamic Current Steering (CDCS) latch by Czilli[12].

3.2 Switching Tree Minimization

Switching tree minimization algorithms are trying to that minimize the number of transistor in a decision tree block in dynamic logic[13] as shown in Figure 3.1. The topic has been actively pursued over the last few years[10][11][17][19][20].
Dynamic logic has one PMOS, one NMOS clock transistor and an NMOS transistor block. The functionality of dynamic logic involves two phases: the pre-charge phase and the evaluation phase. In the pre-charge phase, the clock, \( \phi \), is low, the M1 PMOS-transistor is on and the M2 NMOS-transistor is off. M1 charges up the internal parasitic capacitor, so node n1 stays at a high logic state. In the evaluation phase, the clock, \( \phi \), goes high, so M1 is off and M2 is on. If there is a conducting path within the NMOS transistor block between n1 node and n2 node, the internal parasitic capacitor will discharge and n1 will go low. If not, the internal parasitic capacitor will not discharge and n1 will stay high.

### 3.2.1 Minimization Algorithm

Switching tree minimization applied in this thesis, is based on the algorithms proposed by Bryant[14][19]. There are more than one switching tree minimization approaches. For example, Jullien has suggested a graph based reduction technique that effectively implements those tree blocks with minimizing the number of transistors[10][11][19][20].
These algorithms are applied to the truth table, as shown in Table 3.1, where a, b, and c are the input variables. F is the output of the boolean function.

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1. An Example of Truth Table

Bryant presents a new data structure to represent boolean functions and a set of rules to manipulate those boolean functions. It can be applied to dynamic logic, domino logic, cascode voltage switch logic (CVSL), etc. The basic element in his paper is a node with 3 terminals. It is equivalent to two transistors with complemented and non-complemented inputs to their gates, as shown in Figure 3.2.

![Figure 3.2 Graphical Symbol of Tree Component](image)

In the figure above, a, represents the non-complemented input to the gate. \( \bar{a} \), represents the complemented input to the gate. The letter next to the graphical symbol represents the non-complemented input variable. Using the example truth table shown in Table 3.1, the full tree of transistors is shown in Figure 3.3 and the graphical representation with the basic element is shown in Figure 3.4.
There is a set of rules for minimizing the graphic node presentation that is proposed by Bryant[14][19]. After the procedure of minimization, a key table will be generated. Two terms need to be clarified before discussing those rules: A parent node is the root of the current tree. Children nodes are the top nodes of the sub-tree.

Here are Bryant’s Rules:

Rule 1: If the children node numbers are equal, the parent node number will be equal to the children node numbers. This is shown as Figure 3.5.
Rule 2a: If the children node numbers are not equal and there is an entry representing the same kind of node in the key table, the same node number in the key table will be assigned to the parent node. Figure 3.6 is the example of the rule.

Rule 2b: If the children node numbers are not the same and it does not have an entry representing the same kind of node structure in the key table, a new entry will be created and added in the key table. The new node number will be assigned to the parent node. It is shown in Figure 3.7.

From the example of the truth table in Table 3.1, the key table of that boolean function is shown in Figure 3.8. The graphical representation has assigned all the node numbers in the left hand side. In the right hand size is the key table of the boolean function.
Figure 3.8 The Graphical Representation with Node Number and the Key Table

After every nodes have been assigned, the original graphic representation of full tree can be removed and the key table is complete. The new graphic representation tree is constructed by using the key table. The order of the construction is opposite from the assigning node number. It starts at the latest assigned node. Most of the time, the latest assigned node is the top of the full tree.

Figure 3.9 Merged Graphical Representation Tree

There are two points that are importance in optimizing the minimization. One is the order of variables. For example, in Figure 3.10, the left handsise graphical representation diagram is with the reversed order of variables from the above example and the right handsise is the merged graphical representation. Comparing with the merged tree in
Figure 3.9, it has reduced two more transistors from the same boolean function by just reversing the order of variables. Concerning the variable ordering, the better minimization comes with the order of the most changing variable at the bottom of the switching tree and going up. The most stable variable is placed at the top of the switching tree.

![Figure 3.10 The Reversed Variable Order Minimization](image)

The other point is the “don’t care” case. The “don’t care” case is the condition that the output of a boolean function can be either 1 or 0. Consider one of the boolean function outputs in Table 3.1 to be a “don’t care” case. “X” is the “don’t care” case which can represent “1” or “0”.

![Figure 3.11 An Example of “Don’t Care” Case](image)
Figure 3.11 is the minimizing process of the "don’t care" case. Since "X" can be "1" or "0", the node with the "don’t care" can be assigned either "1" or "2". The left half of the sub-tree can be similar to the right half of the sub-tree if the "don’t care" case is considered as a "0". In this example, it is not only minimizing the count of transistor but it also reducing the tree height from 3 to 2. In regard to the "don’t care" case, the best minimization is resulted by trying all possible combinations of "don’t care" cases in the boolean function. For example, if there are 20 "don’t care" cases in the function, it will have \(2^{20}\) \(\approx\) 1048576 of full switching tree to minimize for each variable ordering needed to be minimized. It is a very time consuming procedure which is further complicated if there are many "don’t care" cases. There is another approach to optimizing the minimization due to the "don’t care" cases. More transistors can be reduced if the merging of the sub-trees occurs at the top of the switching tree[19]. By assigning "1" and "0" to "don’t care" cases, the sub-trees are tried to be merged from the top of the switching tree. If the sub-tree cannot be merged, then we go down one level and try to merge again. This process goes on until the bottom of the tree is reached.

3.2.2 Switching Tree Minimization Program

The switching tree minimization program in Section B.4 is the minimization of transistor switching tree. It uses the set of minimization rules for CVSL discussed above. The program can merge up to 8 full transistor switching trees. If memory storage in fixed disk is enough, it can be expanded more until no more memory storage is available. For example, the truth table of 8 full transistor switching tree with 19 variables needs about 8 MByte of memory storage under the UNIX system. The program requires about 12 MByte of memory storage. It is a simple program that cannot compare with the other optimized switching tree minimization software since it does not do any variable reordering or tries to work with "don’t case" cases so the variable ordering and "don’t care" cases need to be taken care of before putting the truth table into the program. Here is an example of how the program minimizes the switching tree as following. In this example, there are 4 full switching trees with 3 variables needed to merge together. The process is from the left to the right. \(t_1\), \(t_2\), \(t_3\), \(t_4\) are the names of the full switching trees.
$a$, $b$, $c$ are the three input variables, where $a$ is at the bottom of the tree and $c$ is the top of the tree.

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
    t_1 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 0 \\
    t_2 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 1 \\
    t_3 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \\
    t_4 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
\end{bmatrix}
$$

The merged entries of each node at $a$, $b$ and $c$ level are shown as following from left to right. The key tables of each level are shown at the right side of the entries.

$$
\begin{array}{c|cc}
\text{a} & 2a <1,0> & 3a <0,1> \\
\hline
\text{t}_1 & 2 & 0 & 1 & 2 \\
\text{t}_2 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 3 \\
\text{t}_3 & 1 & 2 & 0 & 3 \\
\text{t}_4 & 3 & 3 & 0 & 0 \\
\end{array}
\quad
\begin{array}{c|cc}
\text{b} & 4b <2,0> & 5b <0,1> \\
\hline
\text{t}_1 & 4 & 6 \\
\text{t}_2 & 5 & 7 \\
\text{t}_3 & 6 & 8 \\
\text{t}_4 & 3 & 0 \\
\end{array}
\quad
\begin{array}{c|cc}
\text{c} & 9c <4,6> & 10c <5,7> \\
\hline
\text{t}_1 & 9 \\
\text{t}_2 & 10 \\
\text{t}_3 & 11 \\
\text{t}_4 & 12 \\
\end{array}
$$

**Figure 3.12** The Merged Tree Graphical Representation

Figure 3.12 is the structure after merging four full trees together. Depending on whether a complemented or the non-complemented output needs to be created, either connections to "1" or connection to "0" will be removed from the NMOS transistor block.
3.3 Latch Design

There are two kinds of latches involved in the implementation of HyPE. One is the True Single Phase Clocking (TSPC) latch. It is a voltage sensing latch. Another is the Ultra Fast Dynamic Current Steering (UCDCS) latch. It is a pseudo single phase clocking latch. The reason for choosing these latches in the implementation is that both latches can be used in a single clocking system. They need only one external clock input signal although the ultra fast dynamic current steering latch needs a complemented clock. It is much easier to control than the other latches which need two clock signals. It is also cost efficiency, by reducing the area that is needed for the additional clock wire.

3.3.1 True Single Phase Clocking Latch (TSPC)

True Single Phase Clocking (TSPC) latch, is shown in Figure 3.13. It is a precharged dynamic pipelined structure. TSPC latch contains two parts, a master TSPC n-latch and a slave TSPC p-latch, as shown in Figure 3.13.

![Figure 3.13 True Single Phase Clocking (TSPC) Latch](image)

In the master n-latch, when the clock, \( \phi \), is low, P1 is on. The internal parasitic capacitor is charged to \( \text{vdd} \). The n-latch is in the precharge phase. Node Q is at the previous status. When the clock, \( \phi \), is high, n-latch is in the evaluate phase. The output of node Q is the
same as the input signal, D. The status of each node in the master n-latch are shown in Table 3.2. Q(t-1) in the table represents the previous status.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>φ</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Q</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td>1/0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Q(t-1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The slave p-latch is just the opposite to the n-latch. When the n-latch is in the precharge phase, the p-latch is in the evaluate phase. When the n-latch is in the evaluate phase, the p-latch is in the precharge phase. Table 3.3 shows the status of node in the p-latch.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>φ</th>
<th>Q</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>1/0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>S(t-1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 3.14 Replace the N1 transistor with the NMOS Transistor Tree**
The NMOS transistor tree replaces the N1 transistor, as shown in Figure 3.14. If the non-complemented output signal is required, all the connections to “1” are removed since the NMOS transistor tree block is connected to the ground, vss. If the complemented output signal is required, connections to “0” are removed. The complemented and non-complemented output signals cannot be obtained at the same time if there is more than one full transistor tree merging together.

3.3.1.1 TSPC Design Using in tcell Library

Since the BATMOS technology is used, the TSPC latch had to be designed with tcells, that were the only standard cells available at the time. The first thing that needs to be clarified is the structure of the tcell. Tcell in BATMOS library is created by combining cells, as shown in Figure 3.15.

![Figure 3.15 One of the Basic Cell of tcell in BATMOS](image)

This cell has all the requirement for constructing any kind of logic gate. In the middle of the cell is the gate for the NMOS or the PMOS. It can contain up to 2 PMOS transistors and up to 2 NMOS transistors. It depends on the p-device or the n-device expanding to the other side of gate. Because each device can expand to the other side, there are 16 basic cells similar to the cell in Figure 3.15. The device length is fixed. P1, P2, N1, and N2 are 11.8μm, 3μm, 3μm and 8.8μm, respectively. The size of this basic cell is 70.4μm x 7.2μm.
Figure 3.16 Transistor Level Division of TSPC Latch

Figure 3.16 is the level division of the TSPC latch’s transistors. It is used for trying out different combination of transistor sizes that the basic cell of the tcell library can provide.

Table 3.4. Different Combinations of Transistor Size

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PMOS (μm)</th>
<th>NMOS (μm)</th>
<th>Output at Rise (ns)</th>
<th>Output at Fall (ns)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>mid</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>2V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.4 list different combinations of transistor sizes and shows the performance of the output rising edge and the performance of the output falling edge. As it is shown, the optimum size for high level of PMOS, the middle level of PMOS, the middle level of NMOS and the low level of NMOS are 11.8mm, 3mm, 3mm and 8.8mm, respectively. The rising edge and the falling edge will be the closest and the rising time and the falling
time will be the least. The layout design is shown in Figure 3.17. The layout design in tcell is 70.4\mu m \times 29\mu m.

![Figure 3.17 TSPC Latch Designed in tcell Format](image)

3.3.1.2 A Full Custom TSPC latch Design

As it can be seen, the tcell design is area inefficient. A full custom TSPC latch is required if standard cells are not used in the design. The following TSPC latch, as shown Figure 3.18, uses unit transistor size for PMOS and NMOS. The layout area is 34.9\mu m \times 22.8\mu m.

![Figure 3.18 TSPC Latch Customized Layout Design](image)

The customized TSPC latch layout design is for the dynamic NMOS transistor block design, so the input, as in Figure 3.18, is fed into the node P in Figure 3.14. The NI transistor is put into the design afterwards.
3.3.2 Ultra-Fast Dynamic Current Steering Latch

Ultra-Fast Completely Dynamic Current Steering (UCDCS) latch is modified from the completely dynamic current steering (CDCS) latch by Czilli[12] in BiCMOS 0.8μm design technology, using the n-latch based on the CDCS latch design as the master and using the TSPC p-latch as slave. Since the BiCMOS technology can handle the bipolar junction transistors (BJTs) which offer higher switching rates, the modification of the CDCS n-latch is used to improve the pulldown speed of the dynamic node Q.

![Figure 3.19 Master n-latch of UCDCS Latch](image)

When clock, $\phi$, is low, transistor N1, N2, and P1 are on and transistor N3 is off. The current goes through transistor N1 from the path I. Since transistor N2 is on, the base of bipolar transistor B1 is connected to ground, vss, through path III, that keeps the bipolar transistor B1 off. Also transistor P1 is on and node P is changed to vdd. Since transistor N4 is off, node Q is maintained in its last state for the n-latch. This is the precharge phase of the current steering n-latch. When the clock is high, all transistors are off except transistor N3 and N4. At this point, if there is a current coming from input D, then the current follows the path indicated as II into the base of the bipolar transistor B1 and turn on the device, thus discharging node P, turning on the transistor P2 and turning off the transistor N5. So node Q is charged to vdd. If no current comes from input D, the bipolar transistor B1 will not turn on and node P will be held at the vdd level. Since node P is held at vdd, it turns on transistor N5 and turns off transistor P2. Now node Q has a path go
through transistor N4 and N5 to the ground, vss, so node Q will be kept low. That is the evaluate phase of the current steering n-latch.

Figure 3.20 Input Replaced by NMOS Transistor Tree in n-latch

The NMOS transistor tree is similar to the TSPC latch with one exception. If the non-complemented output signal is required, all connections to "0" are removed. If the complemented output signal is required, all connections to "1" are removed. This is opposite to the TSPC latch.

Figure 3.21 UCDCS Latch layout Design
The layout design is based on Czilli’s work and it has been reorganized. Since the tcell library does not have the Bipolar Junction Transistor (BJT), no tcell UCDCS latch has been design. The BJT is from the basic cell in BATMOS library. The polarity of the BJT is shown as Figure 3.22.

![Figure 3.22 BJT Transistor in BiCMOS](image)

### 3.4 Summary

This chapter discusses the switching tree minimization algorithm and two latch designs that are used in the implementation process. The switching tree minimization algorithm is based on the set of rules proposed by Bryant. It includes three rules. Also discussed are two important points that can effect the minimization process. Those are the variable ordering and the “don’t care” case of the transistor tree. This chapter also includes a simple program that can handle the minimization process with theoretically unlimited tree size or unlimited number of full transistor trees needed to merge together. This program only minimizes the truth table that has already considered the variable ordering and “don’t care” cases that exist in the logic function.

The latches outlined in this chapter are the True Single Phase Clocking (TSPC) latch and the Ultra Fast Dynamic Current Steering (UCDCS) latch. Each of them includes two parts: the master n-latch and the slave p-latch. TSPC latch is a true single phase clocking latch. It requires only one input clock signal. UCDCS latch is a pseudo single phase clocking latch that also requires one input clock signal with it complemented. The reason of choosing the UCDCS latch is that it takes the advantage of BiCMOS technique by using the bipolar junction transistor to increase the pulldown speed of the transistor switching.
Chapter 4

VLSI
Implementation of HyPE

4.1 Introduction

As discussed in Chapter 2, the Hierarchy for Pattern Extraction (HyPE) artificial neural network uses a complex procedure to train the network. After converting the original source code from the Smalltalk object-oriented programming language running on the Mac to the C programming language on UNIX, the training process for ten runs takes about six hours in a SUN Sparc2 workstation. The original Smalltalk program takes about one day to get ten runs of simulation. Although it already shows about four times of improvement, it is not good enough to provide a procedure to tune up the HyPE artificial neural network. Therefore it needs to be implemented to in VLSI in order to accelerate the training procedure. It normally needs about two thousand neuron resources in the middle layer to fulfill the purpose of the network training and it has a complex and random algorithm to create these connections for each neuron.

From the point of view of implementation, it is impractical to have the entire design in a single chip. For example, a self learning artificial digital neural network has been designed using the Wafer-Scale LSI by M. Yasunaga et al.[16]. Going through the training
procedure, a specific part of the artificial neural network that is used frequently and can be implemented in VLSI is investigated. Since the neuron structures are so similar in each level and are the most time consuming in the algorithm, it is sufficient to create a general neuron that fits in all three levels as a co-processor which works with the host computer. Because each neuron can have over 100 connections, it is not possible to implement all the connection at the same time. Two neuron design approaches have been provided.

4.2 Pipeline Neuron Design Approach

Referring to Eqn. (2.2) and Eqn. (2.3) each neuron in the middle layer has the threshold, \( T_{ijt} \), the connectivity, \( C_{ijt} \), the firing status, \( G_{ijt} \) and the “regular or virgin” status, \( R_{ijt} \). After completing many simulations of the HyPE artificial neural network, it is concluded that the threshold value of each neuron will not exceed 128. When designing the general neuron for the HyPE, 8 bits of storage can handle the threshold value of every neuron. The most significant bit is the sign bit of the threshold value. The connectivity is a vector of boolean numbers: “1” means connecting to the a particular neuron in the upper level and “0” means no connection to the particular neuron. The firing status needs only one bit to be presented and so it is “regular or virgin” status.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neuron Parameter</th>
<th>Size (bit)</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( T_{ijt} )</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>most significant bit is the sign bit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_{ijt} )</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Size of upper level.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( G_{ijt} )</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>firing status.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_{ijt} )</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>regular or virgin.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since the count of connectivity is flexible, the majority function cannot be satisfactorily applied to it. Because it is not possible to have all input connections feeding into a physical layout neuron design, input connections feed into the physical neuron by section, e.g. 8 bits per period. Following the neuron firing algorithm, when the count of active input connections is greater than or equal to the threshold value of the neuron, the neuron
fires except from beta regular neurons. Beta regular neurons need an additional condition. The active regular input connections have at least half of the threshold value. Following is a block diagram of a pipeline neuron design.

Figure 4.1 shows a pipeline general neuron design. The number of AND logic gate depends on the number of input feeding into the neuron every time. The inputs of the AND logic gates in the upper half are the connectivity, $C_{ijt}$, of the neuron and the firing status, $F_{n,j-1,t}$, of upper level neurons. The additional input to the lower half is the status of "regular or virgin", $E_{n,j-1,t}$. It applies to the beta regular neuron. The input to the parallel counter is either the active input connections or the active regular input.
connections. The functionality of the parallel counter is to count the number of active inputs from the AND logic gate. Latches, put at the output of the parallel counter and the output of the subtractor, are used to maintain the previous status of the block for a stable input to the follower (e.g. the subtractor is the follower of the parallel counter). The firing status of a neuron depends on the number of active inputs, and it is greater than or equal to the threshold (or half of the threshold), therefore the pipeline neuron design is continually subtracting the active input until the recursive value (original value is the $T_{ij}$ or $T_{ij}/2$) becomes a negative value or there is no more active input to that neuron. If the recursive value is negative, the sign bit is “1”. It will go into the activity selection unit to check the activity of the neuron. The Multiplexer unit is the switch that chooses either to use the threshold, $T_{ij}$, (or $T_{ij}/2$) or the recursive value from the output of the subtractor as the input to the subtractor. The activity selection unit is based on the additional requirements from regular beta neuron. If it is a regular beta neuron, upper half and lower half of the general neuron must have their sign bit output from the subtractor as “1” to fire the neuron. If it is not a regular beta neuron, just the upper half of the general neuron has a sign bit as “1” that will fire the neuron.

4.2.1 Logic Gate Neuron Design

The logic gate neuron design is based on the structure of the pipeline neuron design. Since the only standard cell library available in BATMOS is the tcell, every design in logic gate will be in tcell format for ease in designing and routing. Few schematic pipeline neuron designs have been done. The neuron design starts with the 8-input neuron. Because 8-bit is a basic unit of computer space (byte), it is a good starting point. It is followed by the 4-input pipeline neuron design, and then a slower design of 8-input neuron. The first two neuron designs are bigger and faster. The last neuron design is much smaller and slower.

4.2.1.1 8-input Pipeline Neuron Design

8-input neuron design requires 8 AND gates as the input to the parallel counter. The resulting parallel counter will have 8-input pins and 4-output pins, as shown in Figure 4.2.
R0, R1, R2 and R3 are the output of the 8-bit parallel counter. We have the freedom of minimizing it. The software that is used to minimize the number of logic gates is EXPRESSO ver.2.3 from UC Berkeley. After minimization, the parallel counter needs 362 logic gates which are the simple AND and OR logic gates. Figure C.1 is the schematic of the 8-bit parallel counter. 255 boolean vectors need to be generated with AND gates.

The Latch design used here is the resettable D-type negative edge flip-flop (tdrn), as shown in Figure 4.3, provided in the BATMOS tcell library. The layout of the tdrn flip-flop is shown in Figure C.7. The 8-input parallel counter neuron design requires 24 tdrn flip-flop.

D is the input of the flip-flop. The reset input, RB, is the complement of reset. That means if RB is "0", output, Q, is set to "0" and the complement of output, QB, is set to "1". Output, Q, maintains the status of the input D from one falling edge of the clock (CLK) until the next falling edge of CLK.
The Multiplexer block is a parallel 2-to-1 multiplexer. It contains 8 parallel units of 2-to-1 multiplexer. Each 2-to-1 multiplexer contains two AND gates and an OR gate that is shown in Figure 4.4.

![Figure 4.4 Schematic of the 2-to-1 Multiplexer](image)

If the selection bit, C, is “1”, input D0 will propagate through the multiplexer to the output R. If not, input D1 will propagate to the output.

![Figure 4.5 Diagram of the 8-4 Subtractor](image)

The 8-4 subtractor functional block, as shown in Figure 4.5, is used to continuously feed in the result, 4-bit signals, from the 8-bit parallel counter. It uses the same minimization procedure in EXPRESSO. Since 7 out of 16 combination inputs from the parallel counter are “don’t care” cases, the functional block of 8-4 subtractor is minimized much better than the 8-bit parallel counter. The output of the 8-4 subtractor will be stored in the latch until next clock period and it will feedback as the input of the block. The sign bit, R7, will feed into the activity selection unit. Figure C.2 is the schematic of the 8-4 subtractor.
Same as the 8-bit counter, the 8-4 subtractor requires 106 boolean vectors to generate a full functional block.

The activity block is a functional block, as shown in Figure 4.6, that determines the activity of the neuron. It predicts the activity of the neuron on the sign bit from the upper half of the pipeline neuron, the lower half of the pipeline neuron and the algorithm of neuron activity.

![Figure 4.6 Diagram of the Activity Block](image)

Using Auto Place & Route in the Cadence Edge™ environment, the dimension for the 8-input neuron is 1617µm x 2050µm. It involves of 1131 logic gates. The layout of the 8-input neuron is shown in Figure C.3.

### 4.2.1.2 4-input Pipeline Neuron Design

The 4-input pipeline neuron design is similar to the 8-input pipeline neuron. The difference is in the design of the parallel counter and the subtractor. The pipeline neuron requires 4 AND gates as the input to the parallel counter. The 4-bit parallel counter design, as shown in Figure 4.7, has 4 input pins and 3 output pins.

![Figure 4.7 Diagram of the 4-bit Parallel Counter](image)
It uses the same minimization procedure as the 8-bit counter or the 8-4 subtractor. 15 boolean vectors need to be implemented to provide the functionality of the 4-bit counter. The schematic of the 4-bit counter is shown in Figure C.4.

![Figure 4.8 Diagram of 8-3 Subtractor](image)

Figure 4.8 shows the 8-3 subtractor that is used in the 4-input pipeline logic gate neuron design. It contains a similar structure as the 8-4 subtractor. It has 11 input pins where 3 inputs come from the 4-bit parallel counter and 8 of them come from the threshold or the feedback from the output of the subtractor. The 3 inputs coming from the 4-bit parallel counter have 3 out of 8 combinations that are “don’t care” cases, so better minimization can be achieved from the program. 74 boolean vectors are required to provide the function of the 8-3 subtractor block. The schematic of the 8-3 subtractor is shown in Figure C.5. The final 4-input pipeline neuron requires 945μm x 912μm silicon area. It consists of 409 logic gates.

### 4.2.1.3 Slow 8-input Pipeline Neuron Design

The slow 8-input pipeline neuron design is similar to the 8-input pipeline neuron design. Since the 8-input pipeline neuron requires too much silicon area, another minimization approach is applied. The slow 8-input pipeline neuron design focuses on minimizing the count of logic gates. This new approach is applied to the parallel counter and the subtractor.
The new design of 8-bit parallel counter, as shown in Figure 4.9, includes three functional blocks, two 4-bit parallel counters and a 3-3 adder. First the inputs from the AND gates are divided into two groups which feed into the 4-bit parallel counter. Next step is to add up the result from the parallel counter.

![Figure 4.9 Diagram of a Slow 8-bit Parallel Counter](image)

The 4-bit parallel counter no longer uses the same design as the 4-input pipeline neuron. The minimization goes through the customary method using the K-map, as shown in Figure 4.10.

![Figure 4.10 Schematic of the Slow 4-bit Parallel Counter](image)

Comparing the 4-bit parallel counter with the 4-input pipeline neuron, the former needs 27 gates to provide the function of 4-bit parallel counting and the latter needs 12 gates to provide the same functionality.
The 3-3 adder, shown in Figure 4.11, adds both inputs from the 4-bit parallel counter. Since it involves "don't care" cases at the input of the parallel counter, greater minimization can be achieved.

The new 8-4 subtractor, shown as Figure 4.12, is also divided into two functional blocks, a 3-3 subtractor and a 5-1-c subtractor. The 3-3 subtractor is a subtraction functional block that subtracts two 3-bit inputs. The most significance bit of the 3-3 subtractor will propagate to the 5-1-c as the carry bit. The 5-1-c subtractor is a subtraction block that subtracts a 5-bit input and a one bit input with carry. The schematic of the 5-1-c subtractor and the 3-3 subtractor are shown in Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14.
The design approach of this slow 8-input pipeline neuron is to minimize the use of silicon area. The dimension of the design is about 794\textmu m \times 840\textmu m. It needs 269 gates to provide the same function as the 8-input pipeline neuron. The minimization gain is due to using the exclusive-OR gate that tcell library provides and merging the logic gate customizing.

### 4.2.2 Pipeline Dynamic Neuron Design

Two pipeline dynamic neuron designs that have been worked on are the 8-input switching tree pipeline neuron and the 7-input switching tree pipeline neuron.
4.2.2.1 8-input Switching Tree Pipeline Dynamic Neuron

The 8-input switching tree pipeline neuron is used in the pipeline neuron design in Figure 4.1. The difference between the 8-input pipeline neuron design in Section 4.2.1.1 and the 8-input switching tree pipeline neuron is as follows. The former uses only the logic gate of tcell library and the latter uses the switching tree to create the functional block of the parallel counter and the subtractor, and it uses the reorganized logic to produce the function of multiplexer and the activity block.

Figure 4.15 8-bit Switching Tree Parallel Counter

![Diagram of 8-bit Switching Tree Parallel Counter]

Figure 4.15 shows the schematic of the 8-bit parallel counter. This design will only give the complement of the output since there are four merged switching trees. It uses the simple dynamic logic, shown in Figure 3.1. The clock transistors are shown in the figure. Since it is an 8-bit parallel counter, it requires four outputs. R3 is the most significant bit and the R2 is the second significant bit and so on. The schematic symbol of the transistor pair is equivalent to the graphical symbol which is shown in Figure 4.16.
After the minimization, the switching tree’s height remains 8 high. The minimization program, discussed in Section 3.2.2, reduces the switching tree to about 60 pairs of transistor. Since the complemented outputs and the non-complemented outputs cannot be produced from the same tree at the same time, the output must be selected before creating the schematic. The layout of the 8-bit parallel counter is shown in Figure C.13.

The 8-4 subtractor, shown in Figure 4.17, uses the same strategy as the 8-bit switching tree parallel counter. It has been reduced to 134 pairs of transistor using the minimization program discussed in Section 3.2.2. The layout of the 8-4 subtractor is shown as Figure C.14.
4.2.2.2 7-input Switching Tree Pipeline Neuron Design

The 7-input pipeline neuron design tries to fully use the 3 output bits of the parallel counter to get a better minimization in the switching tree of the functional block. The 7-bit parallel counter has total 44 pair of transistor. The schematic of the 7-bit parallel counter is shown in Figure 4.18 and the layout is shown in Figure C.15.

![Figure 4.18 Schematic of the 7-bit Parallel Counter with Complement Outputs](image)

The 8-3 subtractor for the 4-input pipeline neuron is not the same as the 8-3 subtractor, shown in Figure 4.19, for the 7-input pipeline neuron, since the former uses the advantage of the "don't care" optimization and the latter no longer has that advantage because the 3 input bits from the 7-bit parallel counter are already fully used. The layout of the 8-3 switching tree subtractor is shown in Figure C.16.

Each of the switching tree functional blocks in the 8-input switching tree pipeline neuron design and in the 7-input switching tree pipeline neuron design has been simulated for functionality with the HSPICE™ simulator.
4.3 Single Block Neuron Design Approach

The single block neuron design is the other approach of neuron design. There are two dynamic logic neuron designs. The single block neuron design approach merges the parallel counter functional block, the subtractor functional block and the multiplexer together from the pipelined neuron design. It is shown in Figure 4.20. The single block neuron design has the advantage of using fewer latches in the design and it only requires the design of a single functional block, the parallel subtractor. The design of the activity still uses the logic gate.
Figure 4.20 Single Block Neuron Design

4.3.1 Reorganized Cell

Since the switching tree design is used in the neuron design, it is beneficial to take advantage of custom logic gates design because a lot of silicon area is wasted in the tcell logic gate in the BATMOS library. Although the reorganized custom logic gate designs still use the same transistor count and size as the tcells, their layouts are much more efficient.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gates</th>
<th>tcell (µm x µm)</th>
<th>reorganized (µm x µm)</th>
<th>percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AND-2</td>
<td>18 x 70.4 = 1267.2</td>
<td>28 x 21.9 = 613.2</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AND-3</td>
<td>21.6 x 70.4 = 1520.64</td>
<td>35.2 x 21.9 = 770.88</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffer</td>
<td>14.4 x 70.4 = 1013.76</td>
<td>35.1 x 16.4 = 575.64</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inverter</td>
<td>10.8 x 70.4 = 760.32</td>
<td>12.8 x 21.9 = 280.32</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR-2</td>
<td>18 x 70.4 = 1267.20</td>
<td>29.1 x 21.9 = 637.29</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4.2 shows the silicon area required for each of the logic gates needed in the neuron design. The area occupied by the reorganized logic gates is about 50% of the tcells. The layouts of the reorganized cell are shown in Figure C.8 to Figure C.12.

4.3.2 3-input Neuron Design

Two 3-input dynamic neuron designs have been finished. One uses the TSPC latch and the other one uses the UCDCS latch. The result of choosing the 3-input as the neuron design is due to the limitation of the memory storage that is required by the switching tree minimization program.

![Diagram of the 3-bit Parallel Subtractor](image)

The parallel subtractor requires 19 input bits: 3 from the AND gates, 7 from the threshold, 8 from the feedback of the output of the parallel subtractor and 1 selection bit that is the same bit that goes into the multiplexer in the pipeline neuron design.
Figure 4.22 Schematic of 3-bit Parallel Subtractor using TSPC Latch

Figure 4.23 Layout of the NMOS Transistor Tree
The TSPC latch, used in figure 4.22, is the custom TSPC latch design as shown in Figure 3.18. The NMOS clock transistors are connected between the ground, vss, and the NMOS transistor tree. Figure 4.23 shows the layout of NMOS transistor tree of the 3-bit parallel subtractor and it shows the input and the output of the NMOS transistor tree. The dimension of the NMOS transistor tree is about 125μm x 155.8μm.

Figure 4.24 Schematic of 3-bit Parallel Subtractor Using the UCDCS Latch

Figure 4.24 shows the 3-bit parallel subtractor that uses the UCDCS latch at the output of the NMOS transistor tree. Since the 3-bit parallel subtractor uses the UCDCS latch, it does not have the NMOS clock transistor connecting the transistor tree to the ground, vss. On the contrary, the NMOS transistor tree is connected to the power, vdd. The dimension of the NMOS transistors used in the transistor tree is 3μm x 0.8μm. Layout of the single block dynamic 3-input neuron design using the UCDCS latch is shown in Figure 4.25.
The single block dynamic neuron design using the TSPC latch has similar structure except that it uses the TSPC latch at the bottom. The dimensions of the 3-input neuron design using the UCDCS latch and using the TSPC latch are 424.5μm x 235.5μm and 428.6μm x 234.1μm, respectively.

Figure 4.25 Layout of the Single Block Neuron with UCDCS Latch

4.4 Discussion of Neuron Designs

Currently, there are two restrictions in the fabrication of the neuron design. One is the number of pads and the other is the core area. The BATMOS fabrication process provides only a 54 pads. 4 pads must be the power (vdd) pad and 4 pads must be the ground (vss) pad. Therefore, the number of pads available for the design is 46 pads. The pad used in the design has the dimension of $xμm \times 585.4μm$. $x$ is the $x$-dimension of the pads. e.g. the dimension of the vdd pad is 137μm x 585.4μm. The core dimension excluding the pads is 2344μm x 2172μm. Table 4.3 shows the approximate maximum number of
neuron that can fit into the core. This is the maximum limitation of neuron count since the wiring is not included in the estimation.

Table 4.3. Capacity of Core in Fabrication

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design</th>
<th>max. of neuron (core area)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8-input logic gate neuron</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-input logic gate neuron</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slow 8-input logic gate neuron</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-input dynamic neuron with TSPC latch</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-input dynamic neuron with UCDCS latch</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Due to the restriction of the number of pads, the large number of input is not considered. For example, the 8-input neuron requires 24 input pads for input to the AND gates which feeds to the parallel counter, 8 input pads for the threshold, 1 input pad for the selection bit in the multiplexer, 1 input pad for the clock signal, 1 pad for the "beta regular" bit in the activity block and the 1 output pad for the output of the activity block. It needs 36 pads. It does not include the testing circuitry for output pads. Therefore, a design requiring a large number of pads is not practical to place into the core. The remaining designs are the 4-input logic gate neuron and the 3-input single block dynamic neurons. Since the 3-input single block dynamic neurons can have 10 times more neuron fitting into the core, it is much more reasonable to use them.

Table 4.4. Estimation of area per logic gate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design</th>
<th>area/gate (µm²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8-input logic gate neuron</td>
<td>2930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-input logic gate neuron</td>
<td>2107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slow 8-input logic gate neuron</td>
<td>~2479</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Table 4.4 the average of area per logic gate is about 2500µm². For the 3-input logic gate neuron after using ESPRESSO to minimize the number of logic gate is 601. The area for the 3-input logic gate neuron is 1.500mm². The area of the 3-input dynamic neuron is about 0.1mm² so the logic gate neuron is 15 times bigger than the dynamic neuron.
4.5 Simulation of Neuron Designs

The 3-input single block dynamic neurons are the final choice that will be put onto the test chip. Simulation of the functionality is done using the extracted layout of the 3-bit parallel subtractor and the extracted layout of the custom logic gates. Figure 4.26 shows the output of the SPICE simulation of the 3-bit parallel subtractor using a TSPC latch at 50MHz clock. The 3-bit parallel subtractor provides the complement output signals. 5 volt output represents “0” and 0 volt output represents “1”.

Figure 4.26 SPICE Simulation of the TSPC Latch Dynamic Neuron

![Diagram of TSPC Latch Dynamic Neuron]

Figure 4.27 SPICE Simulation of the UCDCS Latch Dynamic Neuron

![Diagram of UCDCS Latch Dynamic Neuron]
Figure 4.27 is the simulation result of the 3-input single block neuron using the UCDCS latch. The 66MHz clock is used in the simulation.

4.6 Additional Information on the Neuron Design

The reason to have a low clock speed in the simulation is that the current is fed into eight transistor trees. Without merging too many transistor trees, the operational clocking speed can be increased up to 5 times. This information is provided from the single block 3-input dynamic neuron design using the UCDCS latch.

Figure 4.28 Simulation of Single UCDCS Latch in 3-bit Parallel Subtractor

![Simulation Diagram]

The SPICE simulation result in Figure 4.28 isolates the sign bit of the 3-bit parallel counter into the neuron and the input vectors use to test is the same as the 3-input single block dynamic neuron used in the UCDCS latch. The clock used in the simulation is 333MHz.

4.7 Test Cell for Fabrication

The test cell which has been sent for fabrication is shown in Figure 4.29. The test cell includes two 3-input single block dynamic neuron designs. One uses the TSPC latch and the other one uses the UCDCS latch.
Pads included in the test chip are shown in Table 4.5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functionality of Pad</th>
<th>no. of pad</th>
<th>name of pad</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>threshold</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>input</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beta regular?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>input</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>activity</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>selection bit of multiplexer</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>input</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>input to AND gate</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>input</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>output of 3-bit parallel subtractor</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>choice</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>input</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>power and ground</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>vdd and vss</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since there is a limitation on the number of pads, the functionality of both neurons needs to be tested one by one. The choice pad, input the signal to the choice block to allow one
of the 3-bit parallel subtractor's output to be sent to the output pads. The choice block is a multiplexer block which includes sixteen 2-to-1 multiplexer.

4.8 Summary

This chapter considers two approaches of neuron design: the pipeline neuron design and the single block neuron design. Three logic gate neuron designs have been tried. These are the 8-input pipeline neuron design, the 4-input pipeline neuron design and the 8-input slow pipeline neuron design. Four dynamic neuron designs are investigated. The functional block of the 8-input pipeline neuron and the 7-input pipeline neuron are finished in either schematic or layout. The other two dynamic neuron designs are the single block 3-input neuron design. One of them uses the TSPC latch and the other one uses the UCDCS latch. Due to the limitation of the dimension of the core and the number of pad, the 3-input single block neuron designs are chosen. SPICE simulation result shows that the TSPC latch's neuron can function properly in 50MHz and the UCDCS latch's neuron can work with 66MHz. Additional information is that if the transistor trees are split in the 3-bit parallel subtractor, the operational clock speed can be improved up to 333MHz in the example in Section 4.6. The test chip has been sent for fabrication. It includes two functional neurons.
Chapter 5

Conclusion

5.1 Contributions of the Thesis

In this thesis, two single block dynamic neurons were designed and implemented. They are used to improve the speed of the Hierarchy for Pattern Extraction (HyPE) artificial neuron network’s training algorithm. The difference of the two neuron designs is that different latch designs are used. One design uses the true single phase clock (TSPC) latch and the other design uses the ultra fast dynamic current steering (UCDCS) latch. The designs are utilized in the hierarchical structure in the schematic and the layout. The NMOS transistor tree in the dynamic functional block is minimized by the minimization program provided in Section B.4 on page 95. Both neuron designs have been designed in the Cadence Edge™ environment using the 0.8 μm BATMOS technology.

The test chip has been fabricated. It includes both single block dynamic neuron designs.

Here is a summary of the main points of the thesis:

The background of the Hierarchy for Pattern Extraction (HyPE) artificial neuron network’s architecture and the training algorithm
have been reviewed. It shows the difference between the HyPE artificial neuron network and the other artificial neuron network.

The original algorithm was written in Smalltalk. The C program for the training is based on the algorithm that is extracted from it. It was a very rewarding experience learning object-oriented programming concepts in this process.

A review of the minimization algorithm's rules, based on the algorithm proposed by Bryant, has been presented. A switching tree minimization program written in the C programming language has been discussed as well. The structure and the functionality of the true single phase clocking (TSPC) latch and the ultra fast dynamic current steering (UCDCS) latch have been provided.

The pipeline neuron design and the single block neuron design have been presented. 8-input pipeline neuron, 4-input pipeline neuron and the slow 8-input pipeline neuron, using tcell library provided in the 0.8m BATMOS technology, have been presented. The 8-input pipeline dynamic neuron and the 7-input pipeline dynamic neuron have been introduced. Two single block neuron designs with 3-input have been introduced. Each of them uses a different kind of latch (the TSPC latch and the UCDCS latch).

The implementation of a test chip containing those two 3-input single block neuron design has been discussed. This can be used to test the functionality of the neuron design and the actual speed that the neuron design can provide in silicon. All the schematic and the layout designs are worked in the Cadence Edge™ environment.

5.2 Future Work

In this architecture, there are a few things that need improvement. Reducing the number of levels will reduce the complexity of the artificial neuron network. Simplifying the regular beta neuron by removing the additional neuron's connectivity from the alpha
virgin neuron to the beta regular neuron will not only simplify the training algorithm, it will also reduce the general neuron design to half in silicon.

The training algorithm will have to be modified in order to recognize more one group of patterns inside a single neural network.

Finally, a module generator [17] which will automatically generate the layout from logic specifications is required for designs with a large number of input variables. This module generator will have to take account node locality concerns.
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Appendix A

The Training Algorithm of HyPE

This Appendix consists of the training algorithm of the HyPE architecture and the equations that uses in the algorithm.

A.1 Equations

\[ NAC = PF \sum_{R} \frac{R_{ij} k}{k_{1}} \left( k_{2} + k_{3} \sum_{R} \frac{R_{ij} - \beta_{initial}}{\beta_{initial}} \right) \]

\[ NV_{j} = 15 \times \frac{NV_{i} + SR_{j} - S_{r}}{10} \]

A.2 HyPE Algorithm

A.2.1 Overall Training Process

Initialize Brain Process
loop \( t \leftarrow 1, 3 \)
{
    \( NAM \leftarrow 1 \)
    \( NA \leftarrow [l = 1] \)
    loop \( s \leftarrow 1, LP_{t} \)
    {
        Wake Process
        if \( (l = 1) \) \( \beta_{initial} \leftarrow \sum_{R} \{ R_{i,2,i} \} i \in S_{2,i} \)
        Sleep Process
    }
}

A.2.2 Initialize Brain Process

\[ N(T_{i,i,0}, R_{i,i,0}, C_{i,i,0}, G_{i,i,0})_{1 \leq j \leq 4; i \in S_{i,0}} \]
\[ R_{i,i,0} \leftarrow 0; 1 \leq j \leq 4; i \in S_{i,0} \]
\[ G_{i,i,0} \leftarrow 0; 1 \leq j \leq 4; i \in S_{i,0} \]
\[ C_{i,i,0} \leftarrow \Psi_{i \in S_{i,1}} \{ 0 \}; 1 \leq j \leq 4; i \in S_{i,0} \]
\[ N_{A} \leftarrow 1 \]
\[ T_{i,i,0} \leftarrow T[N_{A}, j]; 1 \leq j \leq 3; i \in S_{i,0} \]
\[ T_{1,4,0} \leftarrow 1 \]
loop \( j \leftarrow 1, 3 \)
  
  loop \( s \leftarrow 1, m_{j,0} \)
    
    \[ C_{s} \leftarrow 1; i \in S_{i,t} \]
  
  \[ l_{P} \leftarrow 1.0 \]

A.2.3 Wake Process

\[ [N_{A} = 1] \]
\[ N_{A} \leftarrow 0 \]
loop \( t \leftarrow 1, T_{P} \)

  \[ F_{o,t} \leftarrow P_{t} \]
  \[ E_{o,t} \leftarrow \Psi_{r, t} \{ 1 \} \]

  loop \( j \leftarrow 1, 3 \)

    loop \( i \leftarrow 1, S_{j} \)

    \[ G_{i,j} \leftarrow (\sum_{d} C_{n,i,j,t} \land F_{n,j,1,t} \land T_{i,j})_{n \in S_{j-1,t}} \]

    if \( (j = 2) \)

      \[ G_{i,j} \leftarrow (\sum_{d} C_{n,i,j-1,t} \land F_{n,j-1,t} \land E_{n,j-1,t} \land T_{i,j}) \land R_{i,j-1,t} \land G_{i,j})_{n \in S_{j-1,t}} \]

    \[ G_{i,j} \leftarrow (\sum_{d} R_{i,j-1,t} \land G_{i,j})_{n \in S_{j-1,t}} \]

  \[ F_{i,t} \leftarrow \Psi_{i \in S_{i}}[G_{i,j}] \]

loop \( s \leftarrow 1, 3 \)

\[
\text{if } \left( \left( \sum_{d} F_{n,3,1} < M \right) \land \left( \sum_{d} F_{n,2,1} \land R_{n,2,1} < NAC \right) \lor \left( I = 1 \right) \right) \]

\{

\begin{align*}
NA & \leftarrow NA + 1 \\
F_{0,i} & \leftarrow P_{t} \\
E_{0,i} & \leftarrow \Psi_{i \in S_{t}, \{1\}} \\
T_{t_{i,j},1} & \leftarrow T[NA,J]; (1 \leq j \leq 3); i \in S_{t},
\end{align*}

\text{loop } j \leftarrow 1, 3 \\
\{

\text{loop } i \leftarrow 1, S_{t}, \\
\{

G_{ij} \leftarrow \left( \sum_{d} \left[ C_{n,i,j,1} \land F_{n,1} \land T_{ij} \right] \land G_{ij} \right) \land \left( R_{n,i,1} \land G_{ij} \right) \land \left( F_{ij} \right) \\
\text{if } (j = 2) \\
\{

G_{ij} \leftarrow \left( \sum_{d} \left[ C_{n,i,j,1} \land F_{n,1} \land T_{ij} \right] \land G_{ij} \right) \land \left( R_{n,i,1} \land G_{ij} \right) \land \left( F_{ij} \right) \\
\}

G_{ij} \leftarrow \left( \sum_{d} \left[ R_{n,i,1} \land G_{ij} \right] \right) \land P_{t} \\
\}

F_{j,1} \leftarrow \Psi_{i \in S_{t}} [G_{ij}]
\}

C_{ij} \leftarrow \Psi_{i \in S_{t}} \left[ C_{n,i,j-1} \land \left( \left( R_{n,i,j-1} \lor F_{n,j-1,i} \lor F_{n,j-1,i} \right) \lor G_{ij} \right) \lor \left( \left( R_{n,i,j-1} \lor F_{n,j-1,i} \right) \land G_{ij} \right) \right] \\
\ldots \quad (1 \leq j \leq 3); i \in S_{t}, \\
R_{ij} \leftarrow \left( R_{n,i,j-1} \lor G_{ij} \right); (1 \leq j \leq 3); i \in S_{t}, \\
FP_{j} \leftarrow \bigcup_{i \in S_{t}} \left( \left( \sum_{d} \left( C_{n,i,j-1} \land G_{ij} \right) \right) \land \left( \left( R_{n,i,j-1} \land G_{ij} \right) \right) \right); 1 \leq j \leq 3 \\
IR_{j} \leftarrow \bigcup_{i \in S_{t}} \left[ \left( \sum_{d} \left( C_{n,i,j-1} \land G_{ij} \right) \right) \land \left( \left( R_{n,i,j-1} \land G_{ij} \right) \right) \right] ; 1 \leq j \leq 3; i \in S_{t}, \\
C_{1,4,1} \leftarrow \Psi_{i \in S_{t}} \left[ \left( C_{n,1,4,1} \land G_{1,4,1} \right) \lor \left( F_{n,3,1} \land R_{n,3,1} \right) \right] \\
G_{1,4,1} \leftarrow \left( \sum_{d} \left[ C_{n,1,4,1} \land G_{1,4,1} \right] \right) \land \left( R_{n,3,1} \right) \\
PP \leftarrow PP \lor \left( \sum_{d} \left[ G_{1,4,1} \land \overline{TNT} \right] \right) \\
C_{1,4,1} \leftarrow \Psi_{i \in S_{t}} \left[ C_{n,1,4,1} \land \left( PP \lor F_{n,3,1} \right) \right] \\
\text{if } (PP = 1) \quad PF \leftarrow PF \times k
\}
\}

A.2.4 Sleep Process

\text{loop } j \leftarrow 1, 3

\}
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\[
\begin{align*}
C_{ij} &\leftarrow \Psi_{i} S_{j} \{0\} \\
T_{ij} &\leftarrow T \{0, j\}; i \in S_{j} \rho \\
G_{ij} &\leftarrow 0; i \in S_{j} \rho \\
R_{ij} &\leftarrow 0; i \in S_{j} \rho \\
\text{loop } s \leftarrow 1, \left( NV - \sum_{B} F_{ij} \right) \\
&\leftarrow N \{T_{ij}, R_{ij} C_{ij}, G_{ij}\} \\
G_{ij} &\leftarrow 0; i \in S_{j} \rho \\
R_{ij} &\leftarrow 0; i \in S_{j} \rho \\
C_{ij} &\leftarrow \Psi_{i} S_{j} \{0\} \\
T_{ij} &\leftarrow T \{0, j\}; i \in S_{j} \rho \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
III_{nij} \leftarrow \left[ \frac{k_{1}}{S_{j} S_{j} S_{j}} \sum_{i \in S_{j}} + \frac{k_{2}}{S_{j} S_{j} S_{j}} \sum_{i \in S_{j}} \right] \in S_{j} \rho \rho, t_{t} \\
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{if } (j = 1) \quad &IP_{nij} \leftarrow \left[ \sum_{i = 1}^{n} III_{ij} + \frac{k_{2}}{S_{j} S_{j} S_{j}} \right] \in S_{j} \rho \rho, t_{t} \\
\text{if } (j > 1) \quad &
\left\{ \\
&IP_{nij} \leftarrow \left[ \sum_{i = 1}^{n} III_{ij} + \frac{k_{2}}{S_{j} S_{j} S_{j}} \right] \in S_{j} \rho \rho, t_{t} \\
&IP_{nij} \leftarrow \left[ \sum_{i = 1}^{n} III_{ij} + \frac{k_{2}}{S_{j} S_{j} S_{j}} \right] \in S_{j} \rho \rho, t_{t} \\
\right\} \\
\text{loop } n \leftarrow 1, N \rho \\
&\left\{ \\
&\text{if } \left( I_{P_{n-1,ij}} < R \{1, \max (I_{P_{ij}}) \} \leq I_{P_{n,ij}} \right) \quad C_{nij} \leftarrow 1; i \leq n \leq m_{ij}; i \in S_{j} \rho \\
&\text{if } (j = 2) \quad \\
&\left\{ \\
&\text{if } \left( C_{nij} \land E_{n, j-1, i} = 1 \right) \quad C_{nij} \leftarrow 0; i \in S_{j} \rho \\
&\text{if } (j = 2) \quad \\
&\left\{ \\
&LL_{n, 1, i} \leftarrow \sum_{i = 1}^{n} E_{n, 1, i} \in S_{j} \rho, \\
&LPF_{n, 1, i} \leftarrow \sum_{i = 1}^{n} F_{n, 1, i} \in S_{j} \rho, \\
&\text{loop } ss \leftarrow 1, \left( AVE \times \sum_{B} F_{n, 1, i} \right) \\
\right\}
\right\
\end{align*}
\]
\[
\begin{align*}
&\{ \\
&\quad a \leftarrow R \mid 1, \max (L PF_{x,1}) \\
&\quad b \leftarrow R \mid 1, \max (L L_{1,1}) \\
&\quad \text{loop } n \leftarrow 1, N_j \\
&\quad \quad \{ \\
&\quad \quad \quad \text{if } (b \leq LL_{x,1}) \\
&\quad \quad \quad \quad \{ \\
&\quad \quad \quad \quad \quad i \leftarrow n \\
&\quad \quad \quad \quad \quad n \leftarrow N_j - 1 \\
&\quad \quad \quad \} \\
&\quad \} \\
&\quad \text{loop } s \leftarrow 1, N_j \\
&\quad \quad \{ \\
&\quad \quad \quad \text{if } (a \leq LPF_{x,2}) \\
&\quad \quad \quad \quad \{ \\
&\quad \quad \quad \quad \quad C_{d,x,2} \leftarrow 1 \\
&\quad \quad \quad \quad \quad s \leftarrow N_j \\
&\quad \quad \quad \} \\
&\quad \} \\
&\quad \text{if } (j = 2) \\
&\quad \quad \{ \\
&\quad \quad \quad a \leftarrow \text{(as integer)} \left\lceil \frac{\sum_B (C_{n_i,j} \wedge E_{n_i,1,j})}{B^T} \right\rceil \\
&\quad \quad \quad \text{for } i \in S_{B_2} \\
&\quad \quad \quad \text{if } (a > T_{ij}) \quad T_{ij} \leftarrow a \\
&\quad \} \\
\end{align*}
\]
Appendix B

Source Code of All Programs

B.1 C Code for generating input patterns

```c
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <malloc.h>
#include <sys/timeb.h>
#include <sys/types.h>

main(argc, argv)
int argc;
char *argv[];
{

FILE *fp,*fi;
int a,b,c,d,e,lo,input[54],prob[54],ele[54],count;
int km;
int fn;
 srand((time_t *)((time_t *)0));
if (argc != 3)
{
    printf("the format of input is as below:\n");
    printf("e.g. thingmake 'input_file' 'output_file'\n");
    exit(1);
}
for(b=0;b<54;b++)
{
    input[b]=0;
    prob[b]=0;
    ele[b]=0;
}

/* fp=fopen("inp.pat","r"):*/
fp=fopen(argv[1],"r");
for(a=0;a<54;a++)
{
    fscanf(fp,"%d\n",&input[a]);
}
fclose(fp);
prob[0]=input[0];
```

for(a=1;a<54;a++)
{
    prob[a]=input[a]+prob[a-1];
}
count=prob[53]/20;
printf("count=%d\n",count);
fi=fopen(argv[2],"w");
for(a=0;a<500;a++)/* generate 500 input patterns*/
{
    for(e=0;e<54;e++)
    {
        ele[e]=0;
    }

    /*/for(b=0;b<count-5;b++)*/
    for(b=0;b<21;b++)/* select 21 from 54 characteristic components from */
    {
        m=(int)(((int)(rand()))/2147483647.0)*prob[53];
        for(e=0;e<54;e++)
        {
            if(m<=prob[0])
            {
                ele[0]=1;
            }
            if((prob[e-1]<m)&&(m<=prob[e]))
            {
                ele[e]=1;
                e=54;
            }
        }
    }
    for(lo=0;lo<54;lo++)
    {
        fprintf(fi,"%d ",ele[lo]);
    }
    fprintf(fi,"\n");
}
for (a=0; a<54; a++)
    fprintf(fi,"%d ",input[a]);
    fprintf(fi,"\n");
fclose(fi);

B.2 Training Program

#include <math.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <malloc.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <time.h>
#include <sys/timeb.h>
#include <sys/types.h>
define MAX 2000
struct NEURON
{
    unsigned int T;
    unsigned int C[MAX];
    unsigned R;1;
    unsigned G;1;
} N[4][MAX],BasN;

struct LEVEL
{
    unsigned int F[MAX];
    unsigned int E[MAX];
    unsigned int FP[MAX];
    unsigned int IR[MAX];
    unsigned int IH[MAX];
    unsigned int IRM;
    unsigned int IHE;
    unsigned int IP[MAX];
    unsigned int LL[MAX];
    unsigned int LPP[MAX];
    unsigned int S;
    unsigned int SR;
    unsigned int NV;
    unsigned int P[5];
    unsigned int NT[4];
    unsigned int m[2];
} Level[4];

struct PROCESS
{
    unsigned int LP;
    unsigned int TP;
} Train[4];

int NA,NAM;
float PF;
int beta=0;

main(argc, argv)
int argc;
char *argv[];
{
    FILE *fp;
    int t=0,lb=0,u=0,m=0,t1=0,TP=0,l=0,lo=0,lp;
    int count=0,dummy=0, *y, PP,TNT=1, tp=1, level;
    int THforBETA=0;
    int Gamma_Firing=0,l=0,lk=0,TT=0;
    char *alp[10],*bet[10],*gam[10],*bas[10];
alp[0]="Alp0.rep"; bet[0]="Bet0.rep"; gam[0]="Gam0.rep"; bas[0]="Bas0.rep";
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if (argc!=3) {
    printf("You are missing some parameters\n");
    printf("e.g. backup 'input_file1' 'input_file2'\n");
    exit(1);
}
for (lb=0;lb<10;lb++)
{
    /***************************************************************************/
    /* INITIALISE BRAIN*/
    /***************************************************************************/
    fp=fopen("Train.rep","a");
    fprintf(fp,"%dn",time ((time_t *)0));
    fclose(fp);
    init_brain 0; /* initial brain */
    PF=1.0;
    /***************************************************************************/
    END INITIALISE BRAIN***************************************************************************/
    for (tp=1;tp<4;tp++)
    {
        NAM=1;
        lp=0;
        while (lp<Train,tp).LP&&(NAM==1))
        {
            NAM=0;
            fp=fopen("Train.rep","a");
            fprintf(fp,"Training Process(d) at loop(d)\n",tp,lp);
            fprintf(fp,"%dn",time ((time_t *)0));
            fclose(fp);
            if (tp==1) Wake(tp,argv[11]);
            if (tp==3) Wake(tp,argv[22]);
            if (tp==1) beta=Level[2].SR;
            Sleep();
            lp++;
        }
    }
    fp=fopen(alp[lb],"w");
    for (t=0; t<Level[2].S; t++)
    {
        count=0;
        fprintf(fp,"%d %d %d", N[1][t], R, N[1][t], T);
        for(t=0; t<Level[0].S; t++)
        {
            if (N[1][t].C[t]==1) fprintf(fp,"%d ",t);
            if (N[1][t].C[t]==1 & & Level[0].E[t]==1) count++;
        }
        fprintf(fp," %dn",count++);
    }
    fclose(fp);
    fp=fopen(bet[lb],"w");
    for (t=0; t<Level[2].S; t++)
    {

count=0;
fprintf(fp,"%d %d %d ",t, N[2][t].R, N[2][t].T);
for (t=0; t< Level[1], S; t++)
{
    if (N[2][t].C[t]==1) fprintf(fp,"%d ",t);
    if (N[2][t].C[t]==0 & Level[1], E[t]==1) count++;
}
fprintf(fp," \n",count++);
}
fclose(fp);
fp=fopen(gam[ib],"w");
for (t=0; t< Level[3], S; t++)
{
    count=0;
fprintf(fp,"%d %d %d ",t, N[3][t].R, N[3][t].T);
    for (t=0; t< Level[2], S; t++)
    {
        if (N[3][t].C[t]==1) fprintf(fp,"%d ",t);
        if (N[3][t].C[t]==0 & Level[2], E[t]==1) count++;
    }
    fprintf(fp," \n",count++);
}
fclose(fp);
fp=fopen(bas[ib],"w");
for (lo=0; lo< Level[3], S; lo++)
{
    fprintf(fp,"%d \n", BasN.C[lo]);
}
fprintf(fp,"\n");
fclose(fp);
for (level=1; level<=4; level++)
    for (t=0; t< Level[level], S; t++)
    {
        N[level][t].T=50;
        N[level][t].R=0;
        for (tt=0; tt< Level[level-1], S; tt++)
            N[level][t].C[tt]=0;
    }
}
}
**** END OF MAIN ****

/********************BEGIN WAKE********************/
Wake(tp.argv)
int tp;
char *argv[];
{
    FILE *fp,*fl;
    int TT,kt, t, y, Gamma_Firing=0, Beta_Firing, lo, i, dummy=0, count=0, PP=0, TNT=1;
    float NAC;
    y=(int *)malloc(55,sizeof(int));
    fl=fopen(argv,"r");
    for (TT=0; TT<Train[tp].TP; TT++)
    {
NA=0;
for (t=0; t<54; t++)
{
    fscanf(f1, "%d\n", &y(t));
    Level[0][F[t]]=y(t);
}

/*for (t=0; t<54; t++) printf("%d",Level[0][F[t]]);
print("\n");*/
Gamma_Firing=0;
if (tp==1) NA=1;

********** Novelty Arousal Section **********
while((Gamma_Firing<5)&&(NA<3))
{
    init_VNs_T_A(NA);
    check_activity(tp); /*check neuron activity*/
    Gamma_Firing=0;
    for (lo=0; lo<Level[3].S; lo++)
        Gamma_Firing=Gamma_Firing+N[3][lo].G;
    Beta_Firing=0;
    for (lo=0; lo<Level[2].S; lo++)
    NA++;  
    if ((Beta_Firing<NAC)&&(tp>0)) break;
}
if ((NA<1)&&(tp<1)) NAM=1;
update_connectivity();

********** Update Basal Node Connectivity & Activity **********
BasN.G=0;
for (t=0; t<Level[3].S; t++)
    BasN.C(t)=(BasN.C(t)&N[3][t].R)||(N[3][t].G&N[3][t].R));
dummy=0;
for (t=0; t<Level[3].S; t++)
    dummy=dummy+((BasN.C(t))&Level[3].F[t]);
if (dummy>0) BasN.G=1;
update_threshold_regular();/* Update Threshold & regular */

********** the Pain and Pleasure ***********************/
if ((TT-(TT/3)*3)==0) ltp="1" ltp="2" TNT=1;
else TNT=0;
PP=(BasN.G&N[TNT]);
for (t=0; t<Level[3].S; t++)
    BasN.C(t)=(BasN.C(t)&PP)||(N[3][t].F[t]));
if (PP==1) PP=PP*21/20.0;
f=fopen("Train.rep","a");
fprintf(fp,"Training Pattern(%%d) NA=%%d TNT=%%d NAM=%%d PP=%%d PF=%%d NAC=%%d Basal Node Firing Static(%%d:%%d) ->%%d \n",TT,NA-1,TNT,NAM,PP,PF,NAC, Gamma_Firing, dummy, BasN.G);
fclose(fp);
update_FP_IR();  /******** Update FP & IR **********/
}
fclose(f1);

********** Record to the rep file **********}/
/* fp=fopen("Alp.rep","w");
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for(tt=0;tt<Level[0].S;tt++)
    fprintf(fp,"tt=\%3d IR=\%3d IH=\%3d IP=\%3d\n",tt,Level[1].IR[tt],Level[1].IH[tt],Level[1].IP[tt]);
fclose(fp);
fp=fopen("Bet.rep","w");
for(tt=0;tt<Level[1].S;tt++)
    fprintf(fp,"tt=\%3d IR=\%3d IH=\%3d IP=\%3d\n",tt,Level[2].IR[tt],Level[2].IH[tt],Level[2].IP[tt]);
fclose(fp);
fp=fopen("Gam.rep","w");
for(tt=0;tt<Level[2].S;tt++)
    fprintf(fp,"tt=\%3d IR=\%3d IH=\%3d IP=\%3d\n",tt,Level[3].IR[tt],Level[3].IH[tt],Level[3].IP[tt]);
fclose(fp);
}*/

/****************************END WAKE**************************/

/****************************initial brain function**********************/
init_brain()
{
    int level,t,tt,n,tt1;
    srand(time ((time_t *)0));
    Level[0].S=54; Level[1].S=150; Level[2].S=150; Level[3].S=150;
    Level[1].NV=150; Level[2].NV=150; Level[3].NV=150;
    Level[1].SR=0; Level[2].SR=0; Level[3].SR=0;
    Level[0].IR=0; Level[1].IR=0; Level[2].IR=0; Level[3].IR=0;
    Level[0].HM=0; Level[1].HM=0; Level[2].HM=0; Level[3].HM=0;
    Level[1].m[0]=15; Level[1].m[1]=20;
    Level[2].m[0]=17; Level[2].m[1]=24;
    Level[3].m[0]=14; Level[3].m[1]=26;
    Train[1].LP=1; Train[2].LP=20; Train[3].LP=20; Train[4].LP=1;
    Train[1].TP=4; Train[2].TP=40; Train[3].TP=30; Train[4].TP=30;
    for (tt=0;tt<54;tt++) Level[0].E[tt]=1;
    for (level=1;level<4;level++)
    {
        for(tt=0;tt<Level[level].S;tt++)
        {
            N[level][tt].T=Level[level].NT[tt];
            N[level][tt].R=0;
            N[level][tt].G=0;
            Level[level].FP[tt]=0;
            Level[level].IR[tt]=0;
            Level[level].E[tt]=0;
            for(tt=0;tt<Level[level-1].S;tt++)
                N[level][tt].C[tt]=0;
            for(t=0;t<Level[level].m[0];t++)
            {
                m=(int)((((int)rand())/2147483647.00)*(Level[level-1].S-1));
                N[level][tt].C[m]=1;
            }
        }
    }
```c
}

/*==========================================================================*/

/** initial virgin neurons' T & reset the activity**********/
init_VNs_T_A(lk)
int lk;
{
    int level,lo;
    for (level=1;level<4;level++)
        for (lo=0;lo<Level[level],S;lo++)
            {
                if (N[level][lo].R==0) N[level][lo].T=Level[level].NT[lk];
                N[level][lo].G=0;
                Level[level].F[lo]=0;
            }
}
/*==========================================================================*/

/*==========================================================================*/

/** check to activity of neuron in level**********/
check_activity(tp)
int tp;
{
    int level,lo,l,lo,andy, THforBETA;
    printf("nR(active regular), r(non-active regular), N(active virgin), n(non-active virgin)\n");
    for (level=1;level<4;level++)
        {
            l=0;
            for(lo=0;lo<Level[level],S;lo++)
                {
                    count=0;
                    THforBETA=0;
                    for(l=0;l<Level[level-1],S;l++)
                        {
                            if (((N[level][lo].C[l])&&(Level[level-1],F[l]))==1) count++;
                            if (level==2)
                                {
                                    if ((N[level][lo].C[l])&&(Level[level-1],F[l])&&(Level[level-1],E[l])==1)
                                        THforBETA=THforBETA+2;
                                }
                        }
                }
        }
    if (level==2)
        {
            if ((count==N[level][lo].T)&&(THforBETA==N[level][lo].T)
                &&(N[level][lo].R)==1)
                N[level][lo].G=1;
            else
                if (count==N[level][lo].T) N[level][lo].G=1;
                if (((N[level][lo].R)&&(N[level][lo].G))==1) l++;
                if (((l>Level[level],P[tp])&&!((N[level][lo].R))) N[level][lo].G=0;
        }
    andy=0;
    for(lo=0;lo<Level[level],S;lo++)
```
[Level][level]].F[lo]=N[level][lo].G;
if (N[level][lo].G==1) andy++;
}

/* count=0;
printf("Neuron in level (%d)\n",level);
for (lo=0;lo<(Level[level].S/150);lo++)
{
    for (l=0;count<l<count+150;l++)
    {
        if (((N[level][l].R&&N[level][l].G)==1) printf("R");
        if (((N[level][l].R&&!(N[level][l].G))==1) printf("r");
        if (((!(N[level][l].R)&&N[level][l].G)==1) printf("N");
        if (((!(N[level][l].R)&&(N[level][l].G))==1) printf("n");
    }
    printf("n");
    count=count+150;
}
for (l=0;count<l<Level[level].S;l++)
{
    if (((N[level][l].R&&N[level][l].G)==1) printf("R");
    if (((N[level][l].R&&!(N[level][l].G))==1) printf("r");
    if (((!(N[level][l].R)&&N[level][l].G)==1) printf("N");
    if (((!(N[level][l].R)&&(N[level][l].G))==1) printf("n");
}
    printf("n");
}
count=0;
printf("%dNeuron threshold in level (%d)\n",level);
for (lo=0;lo<(Level[level].S/50);lo++)
{
    for (l=0;count<l<count+50;l++)
    {
        printf("%d N[level][l].T;
    }
    printf("n");
    count=count+50;
}
for (l=0;count<l<Level[level].S;l++)
{
    printf("%d N[level][l].T;
}
printf("n");*/

/* count=0;
printf("Neuron in level (3)\n");
for (lo=0;lo<(Level[3].S/100);lo++)
{
    for (l=0;count<l<count+100;l++)
    {
        if ((N[3][l].R&&N[3][l].G)==1) printf("R");
        if ((N[3][l].R&&!(N[3][l].G))==1) printf("r");
        if (((!(N[3][l].R)&&N[3][l].G)==1) printf("N");
        ...
    }
    printf("n");
}
if (((N[3][1].R) & & (N[3][1].G)) == 1) printf("n");
}
printf("n");
count+=count+100;
}
for (i=count;i<Level[3].S;i++)
{
  if (((N[3][1].R) & & (N[3][1].G)) == 1) printf("R");
  if (((N[3][1].R) & & (N[3][1].G)) == 1) printf("r");
  if (((N[3][1].R) & & (N[3][1].G)) == 1) printf("N");
  if (((N[3][1].R) & & (N[3][1].G)) == 1) printf("n");
}
printf("n"); */

***************end of check to activity of neuron in level***********/

************update connectivity****************************************/
update_connectivity()
{
  int level,t,a,b,c,d,c;
  for (level=1; level<4; level++)
  {
    for (t=0; t<Level[level].S; t++)
    {
      for (tt=0; tt<Level[level-1].S; tt++)
      {
        a= ((N[level][tt].R) & & (N[level][tt].G));
        b= ((Level[level-1].F[tt]) & & (N[level][tt].G));
        c= ((Level[level-1].E) & & (N[level][tt].G));
        d= ((N[level][tt].R) & & (N[level][tt].G));
        e= ((Level[level-1].F[tt]) & & (N[level][tt].G));
        N[level][tt].C[tt]= N[level][tt].C[tt] & & (a & b & c & d & e);
      }
    }
  }
  ***************end of update connectivity***********************

***************update Firing Population & Input record*************
update_FP_IR()
{
  int level,t,a,dummy;
  for (level=1; level<4; level++)
  {
    for (t=0; t<Level[level-1].S; t++)
    {
      Level[level].FP[t]= Level[level].FP[t] + ((N[level][tt].R) & & (N[level][tt].G));
      dummy=0;
      for (i=0; i<Level[level].S; i++)
      {
      }
Level[level].IR[t]=Level[level].IR[t]+dummy;
}
}

/********************end of update Input record**********************/

/********************Update the threshold and regular******************/
update_threshold_regular()
{
    int level,t,tt,tt1,tt2,count,count1;
    for (level=1;level<4;level++)
    {
        count1=0;
        for (t=0;t<Level[level].S;t++)
        {
            count=0;
            if (((N[level][t].R)&&(N[level][t].G))==1)
            {
                for (tt=0;tt<Level[level-1].S;tt++)
                {
                    if ((N[level][tt].C[t]&&Level[level-1].F[tt]==1) count++;
                    N[level][t].T=count1-1;
                }
                N[level][t].R=((N[level][t].R)&&(N[level][t].G));
                Level[level].E[t]=N[level][t].R;
                if (N[level][t].R==1) count1++;
            }
            Level[level].SR=count1;
        }
    }

/********************End of Update the threshold and regular**********/

/********************SLEEP*************************************/
Sleep()
{
    FILE *fp;
    int level, t=0,tt=0,tt1=0,tt2=0,n=0,a=0,b=0,d=0,f=0,ss=0,s=0;
    int count,test[MAX];
    float z;
    srand(time ((time_t *)0));
    for (level=1;level<4;level++)
    {
        Level[level].IRM=0;
        for(t=0;t<Level[level-1].S;t++)
            Level[level].IRM=Level[level].IRM+Level[level].IR[t];
    }
    /* for (t=0;t<54;t++) printf("%d ,Level[1].IR[1];
    print("n");
    printf(\"IHM(Alpha, Beta, Gamma(%d %d %d)\" ,Level[1].IHM,Level[2].IHM,Level[3].IHM);*/

/********************Reset All Virgins Not Imprinted**************/
    for (level=1;level<4;level++)
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{
    for (t=0; t<Level[[level]].S; t++)
    {
        if (!N[level][t].R)
        {
            N[level][t].T=Level[level].NT[0];
            N[level][t].G=0;
            Level[level].F[t]=0;
            for (tt=0; tt<Level[level-1].S; tt++)
                N[level][tt].C[tt]=0;
        }
    }
}

******Remove Old Virgin Connections to Beta & Gamma*******/
for (t=0; t<Level[2].S; t++)
{
    if (N[2][t].R)
    {
        for (tt=0; tt<Level[1].S; tt++)
        {
            N[2][t].C[tt]=(N[2][t].C[tt])&&!(N[1][tt].R);
        }
    }
}
for (t=0; t<Level[3].S; t++)
{
    if (N[3][t].R)
    {
        for (tt=0; tt<Level[2].S; tt++)
        {
            N[3][t].C[tt]=(N[3][t].C[tt])&&!(N[2][tt].R);
        }
    }
}

**********************Generate New Virgins***********************/
for (level=1; level<4; level++)
{
    Level[level].NV=int((float)(Level[level].NV+Level[level].SR-Level[level].S)*15.0/10.0);
    if (Level[level].NV<30)
        Level[level].NV=40;
    else if (Level[level].NV>80)
        Level[level].NV=80;
    if (Level[level].NV+Level[level].SR<150)
        Level[level].NV=200-Level[level].SR;
    Level[level].S=Level[level].NV+Level[level].SR;
}
fp=fopen("Train.rep","a");
fprintf(fp,"No. of virgin neuron (%3d:%3d:%3d)n",Level[1].NV,Level[2].NV,Level[3].NV);
fprintf(fp,"No. of neuron ( %3d:%3d:%3d)n",Level[1].S,Level[2].S,Level[3].S);

**************Update Input History and Normalize***************/
for (level=1; level<4; level++)
{
  for (t=0; t<Level[level-1].S; t++)
  {
    if (((Level[level].IHM==0) || (Level[level].IRM!=0))
    {
      Level[level].IH[t]=(int)((5000.0/Level[level].IHM)*Level[level].IH[t])
        + (int)((5000.0/Level[level].IRM)*Level[level].IR[t]);
    }
    else if ((Level[level].IHM==0) && (Level[level].IRM==0))
    {
      Level[level].IH[t]=(int)((10000.0/Level[level].IRM)*Level[level].IH[t]);
    }
    else if ((Level[level].IHM!=0) && (Level[level].IRM==0))
    {
      Level[level].IH[t]=(int)((10000.0/Level[level].IRM)*Level[level].IH[t]);
    }
    else
    {
      if (N[level-1][t].R==1) Level[level].IH[t]=(int)((10000.0/Level[level-1].SR));
      else Level[level].IH[t]=0;
    }
  }
}

for (t=0; t<Level[1].S; t++) printf("%d ", Level[2].IH[t]);
printf("\n");
for (t=0; t<Level[2].S; t++) printf("%d ", Level[2].IR[t]);
printf("\n");

for (level=1; level<4; level++)
{
  Level[level].IHM=0;
  for (t=0; t<Level[level-1].S; t++)
  {
    Level[level].IHM=Level[level].IHM+Level[level].IH[t];
    Level[level].IR[t]=0;
  }
}

/******************************Input Population Generation******************************/

fprintf(fp,"after normalise\n");
fprintf(fp,"IRM(Alpha, Beta, Gamma)(%5d %5d %5d)\n", Level[1].IRM, Level[2].IRM, Level[3].IRM);
fprintf(fp,"IHM(Alpha, Beta, Gamma)(%5d %5d %5d)\n", Level[1].IHM, Level[2].IHM, Level[3].IHM);
Level[1].IP[0]=Level[1].IH[0]+(int)(10000.0/(float)(Level[0].S));
for (t=0; t<Level[0].S; t++)
{
  Level[1].IP[t]=Level[1].IP[t-1]+Level[1].IH[t]+(int)(5000.0/(float)(Level[0].S));
}
for (level=2; level<4; level++)
{
  if (N[level-1][t].R==1)
    Level[level].IP[0]=Level[level].IH[0]+(int)(10000.0/(float)(Level[level-1].SR));
  else Level[level].IP[0]=Level[level].IH[0]
    +(int)(10000.0/(float)(Level[level-1].NV));
  for (t=1; t<Level[level-1].S; t++)
  {
    if (N[level-1][t].R==1)
Level[level].IP[t]=Level[level].IP[t-1]+Level[level].IH[t]
+(int)(1000.0/(float)(Level[level-1].SR));
else Level[level].IP[t]=Level[level].IP[t-1]+Level[level].IH[t]
+(int)(10000.0/(float)(Level[level-1].NV));
}
}

/* for (t=0;t<Level[1].S;t++) printf("%d ",Level[2].IP[t]);
printf("\n");*/
fclose(fp);

/******************************************************/
for (level=1;level<4;level++)
{
    for(t=0;t<Level[level].S;t++)
    {
        if(!N[level][t].R)
        {
            for(ttt=0;ttt<Level[level].m[1][ttt++])
            {
                m=(int)((((int)rand()/(2147483647.00))*(Level[level].IP[Level[level-1].S-1]));
                for(tt=0;tt<Level[level-1].S;tt++)
                {
                    /*
                    if(m<=Level[level].IP[tt])
                    {
                        N[tt].C[tt]=1;
                        tt=Level[level-1].S;
                    }
                    else if((Level[level].IP[tt-1]<m) && (Level[level].IP[tt]>=m)) */
                    if(m<=Level[level].IP[tt])
                    {
                        N[tt].C[tt]=1;
                        tt=Level[level-1].S;
                    }
                }
            }
        }
    }
}

/******************************Create Populations For Adding New I/P's to Reg Beta***************************/
Level[2].LPF[0]=Level[2].FP[0];
for(t=1;t<Level[2].S;t++)
Level[2].LL[0]=N[1][0].R;
for(t=1;t<Level[1].S;t++)
/*******************************Add New Connection to Beta Regular****************************/
for(t=0;t<5*Level[2].SR;t++)
{
    a=(int)((int)rand()/(2147483647.00)*(Level[2].LPF[Level[2].S-1]));
    b=(int)((int)rand()/(2147483647.00)*(Level[2].LL[Level[1].S-1]));
    for(ss=0;ss<Level[1].S;ss++)

```c
if(b<=Level[2].LL[ss])
{
    d=ss;
    ss=Level[1].S;
}
for(f=0;f<Level[2].S;f++)
{
    if(a<=Level[2].LPF[i])
    {
        N[2][f].C[d]=1;
    }
    printf("a=%d b=%d upper=%d regular=%d\n",a,b,d,f);
    f=Level[2].S;
}
}
for (level=1;level<=4;level++)
    for (t=0;t<Level[level].S;tt++)
        Level[level].FP[t]=0;

/*************** Increase the Beta Regular Threshold ***************/
for(t=0;t<Level[2].S;tt++)
{
    s=0;
    if(N[2][t].R)
    {
        for(tt=0;tt<Level[1].S;tt++)
            s+=N[2][tt].C[t]&&N[1][tt].R;
        a=(int)(s/25.0);
        if(a>=N[2][t].T)
            N[2][t].T=a;
    }
    d=Level[1].S/10;
    for (t=0;t<Level[2].S;tt++)
        for (tt=0;tt<Level[1].S;tt++)
    for (t=0;t<Level[3].S;tt++)
    {
        count=0;
        for (tt=0;tt<Level[2].S;tt++)
            if (test[t]<d&&N[3][tt].C[t]==1) count++;
            if (count<2) N[3][t].T=50;
    }
}

/****************************************** END SLEEP ******************************************/

B.3 recall program

#include <math.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <malloc.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
```
#include <sys/timeb.h>
#include <sys/types.h>
#define MAX 2000

struct NEURON
{
    unsigned int T;
    unsigned int C[MAX];
    unsigned int R;
    unsigned int G;
} N[5][MAX];

struct LEVEL
{
    unsigned int S;
    unsigned int use[MAX];
} Level[5];

main(argc, argv)
int argc;
char *argv[];
{
    FILE *fp;
    int level, t, t,p, pp, n, s, count, lo, st, act;
    int y[54];
    Level[0].S=54; Level[4].S=1;
    for (level=1; level<4; level++)
    {
        fp=fopen(argv[level],"r");
        while (!feof(fp))
        {
            fscanf(fp,"%d",&t);
            fscanf(fp,"%d %d",&N[level][t].R,&N[level][t].T);
            pp=-1;
            while (1)
            {
                fscanf(fp,"%d ",&p);
                if (p>pp)
                {
                    N[level][t].C[p]=1;
                }
                else break;
                pp=p;
            }
            fscanf(fp,"
");
        }
        Level[level].S=t;
        fclose(fp);
    }
    fclose(fp);
    fp=fopen(argv[4],"r");
    for (t=0;t<Level[3].S;t++)
    {
        fscanf(fp,"%d",&N[4][0].C[t]);
    }
fclose(fp);

/*************** remove the non-use neuron ***********/
for (t=0;t<Level[3].S;t++)
{
    Level[3].use[t]=N[4][i0].C[t];
    if (N[3][i0].T==50) Level[3].use[t]=0;
    N[3][i0].R=Level[3].use[t];
}

for (t=0;t<Level[3].S;t++)
{
    for (tt=0;tt<Level[2].S;tt++)
    {
        if (N[3][i0].C[tt]&&N[3][i0].R==1) Level[2].use[tt]=1;
    }
}

for (t=0;t<Level[2].S;t++)
{
    N[2][i0].R=Level[2].use[t];
}

for (t=0;t<Level[2].S;t++)
{
    for (tt=0;tt<Level[1].S;tt++)
    {
        if (N[2][i0].C[tt]&&N[2][i0].R==1) Level[1].use[tt]=1;
    }
}

for (t=0;t<Level[1].S;t++)
{
    N[1][i0].R=Level[1].use[t]&&N[1][i0].R;
    if (N[1][i0].R==0) N[1][i0].T=999;
}

/*for (t=0;t<Level[1].S;t++) printf("%d",Level[1].use[t]);
 printf("n");
for (t=0;t<Level[1].S;t++) printf("%d",N[1][i0].R);
 printf("n");*/

/*************** re-organize the regular & virgin ***********/
for (level=1;level<4;level++)
{
    st=Level[level].S;
    for (t=0;t<Level[level].S;t++)
    {
        if (N[level][i0].R==0)
        {
            for (it=st;it>=t;it--)
            {
                if (N[level][it].R==1)
                {
                    N[level][it].R=N[level][it].R;
                    N[level][it].R=0;
                    N[level][it].T=N[level][it].T;
                    for (tt=0;tt<Level[level-1].S;tt++)
                    {
                        N[level][tt].C[it]=N[level][it].C[tt];
                        for (tt=0;tt<Level[level+1].S;tt++)
                        {
                            if (N[level+1][it].C[it]==1) N[level+1][it].C[it]=1;
                            N[level+1][it].C[it]=0;
                        }
                    }
                }
            }
        }
    }
}
```c
st=it;
it=t;
}
}
if (t>=st) t=Level[level].S;
}
count=0;
for (t=0;t<Level[level].S;t++)
{
    if (N[level][t].R==1) count++;
    /*printf("%d",N[level][t].R);*/
}
/* printf("\n");*/
printf("level(%d) finish (%d,%d)\n",level,Level[level].S,count);
Level[level].S=count;
}

/************** recall**************/
fp=fopen(argv[5],"r");
act=0;
printf("%s\n",argv[5]);
for (lo=0;lo<50;lo++)
{
    for (t=0;t<54;t++)
    {
        fscanf(fp,"%d",&N[0][t].G);
    }
    for (level=1;level<5;level++)
    {
        for (t=0;t<Level[level].S;t++)
        {
            count=0;
            N[level][t].G=0;
            for (u=0;u<Level[level-1].S;u++)
            {
                if (N[level-1][u].G&&N[level][t].C[u])
                {
                    count++;
                    if (count>=N[level]][t].T)
                    {
                        N[level][t].G=1;
                        tt=Level[level-1].S;
                    }
                }
            }
        }
    }
    /* for (t=0;t<Level[1].S;t++)
    printf("%d",N[1][t].G);
    printf("\n");*/
    printf("Basal neuron(%d)->%d\n",lo,N[4][0].G);
    if (N[4][0].G==1) act++;
}
```
B.4 Switching Tree Minimization Program

#include "stdio.h"

main()
{
    FILE *ptr,*ptr1;
    int nn, c, a[2][8], array[3][5000], i, m, j, count[5000], tmp, tmp1;
    char *inp[5], *outp[5];
    tmp1=0;
    inp[0]="a.out";
    outp[0]="b.out";
    /* Must have a "a.out" file include no. of output and the data list */
    ptr=fopen("array.dat","w");
    fprintf(ptr,"%d %d ",0,0);
    fclose(ptr);
    while (c1=1)
    {
        ptr=fopen("array.dat","r");
        fscanf(ptr,"%d %d %d ",&m,&mp,tmp);
        if (mp1==0)
        {
            for (i=0;i<m;i++) fscanf(ptr,"%d %d %d ",&count[i],&array[0][i],&array[1][i],&array[2][i]);
        }
        fclose(ptr);
        printf("%d\n",m);
        printf("loopp %d.....\n",tmp);
        if (tmp1==0)
        {
            ptr=fopen(inp[0],"r");
            ptr1=fopen(outp[0],"w");
        }
        else
        {
            ptr=fopen(outp[0],"r");
            ptr1=fopen(inp[0],"w");
        }
        fscanf(ptr,"%d",&nn);
        fprintf(ptr1,"%d\n",nn);
        c=0;
        while (!feof(ptr))
        {
            for (i=0;i<nn;i++)
                fscanf(ptr,"%d ",&a[0][i]);
            for (i=0;i<nn;i++)
                fscanf(ptr,"%d ",&a[1][i]);
            c++;
            for (i=0;i<nn;i++)
                fscanf(ptr,"%d ",&a[2][i]);
        }
    }
}
{
    j=0;
    if (a[0][i]==a[1][i])
    {
        fprintf(ptr1, "%d " , a[0][i]);
        j=5000;
    }
    else
    {
        if (m!=0)
        {
            for (j=0; j<m; j++)
            {
                if (a[0][i]==array[0][j] & a[1][i]==array[1][j] & count[j]==tmp+1 & (array[2][j]==i-
                                1) & array[2][j]==i)
                {
                    fprintf(ptr1, "%d " , j+2);
                    j=5000;
                }
            }
        }
    }
    if (j<5000)
    {
        count[m]=tmp+1;
        array[0][m]=a[0][i];
        array[1][m]=a[1][i];
        array[2][m]=i;
        m++;
        printf("%3d %3d %3d\n", array[0][m-1], array[1][m-1], array[2][m-1]);
        fprintf(ptr1, "%d ", m+1);
    }
    fprintf(ptr1, "\n");
    fclose(ptr);
    fclose(ptr1);
    ptr=fopen("array.dat", "w+");
    fprintf(ptr,"%d %d\n", m, tmp+1);
    for (i=0; i<m; i++)
    {
        fprintf(ptr,"%2d %3d %3d %3d\n", count[i], array[0][i], array[1][i], array[2][i]);
    }
    fclose(ptr);
    if (tmp1==0) tmp1=1;
    else
    {
        tmp1=0;
    }
    return(0);
}
Appendix C

Layout of the Design

This Appendix contains layouts and schematics that involve in this thesis research.

1. Schematic of the 8-bit Counter
2. Schematic of the 8-4 Subtractor
3. Layout of 8-input Pipeline Logic Gate Neuron
4. Schematic of the 4-bit Counter
5. Schematic of the 8-3 Subtractor
6. Layout of 4-input Pipeline Logic Gate Neuron
7. Layout of the Resettable D-type Negative-edge Flip-Flop
8. AND-2 Layout in Custom (left) and Tcell (right) Design
9. AND-3 Layout in Custom (left) and Tcell (right) Design
10. Buffer Layout in Custom (left) and Tcell (right) Design
11. Inverter Layout in Custom (left) and Tcell (right) Design
12. OR-2 Layout in Custom (left) and Tcell (right) Design
13. Layout of the 8-bit Parallel Counter with Complement Outputs
14. Layout of the 8-4 Subtractor with Complement Outputs
15. Layout of 7-bit Parallel Counter with Complement Outputs
16. Layout of the 8-3 Subtractor With Complement Outputs
Figure C.2 Schematic of the 8-4 Subtractor
Figure C.3 Layout of 8-input Pipeline Logic Gate Neuron
Figure C.5 Schematic of the 8-3 Subtractor
Figure C.6 Layout of 4-input Pipeline Logic Gate Neuron
Figure C.7 Layout of the Resettable D-type Negative-edge Flip-Flop
Figure C.8 AND-2 Layout in Custom (left) and Tcell (right) Design
Figure C.9 AND-3 Layout in Custom (left) and Tcell (right) Design
Figure C.10 Buffer Layout in Custom (left) and Tcell (right) Design
Figure C.11 Inverter Layout in Custom (left) and Tcell (right) Design
Figure C.12 OR-2 Layout in Custom (left) and Tcell (right) Design
Figure C.13 Layout of the 8-bit Parallel Counter with Complement Outputs
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Figure C.14 Layout of the 8-4 Subtractor with Complement Outputs
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Figure C.15 Layout of 7-bit Parallel Counter with Complement Outputs
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Figure C.16 Layout of the 8-3 Subtractor With Complement Outputs
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Appendix D

Pads Setting in the Test Cell

This Appendix includes the diagram of the pad setting in the test cell. The configuration of the pad is as shown in Table D.1.

Table D.1 Configuration of the Pad

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pad name</th>
<th>comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>vss</td>
<td>ground pad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vdd</td>
<td>power pad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>va0, va1, va2</td>
<td>connectivity, C_{ni,j}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vb0, vb1, vb2</td>
<td>firing status, F_{i,j-1,t}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vc0, vc1, vc2</td>
<td>regular?, R_{i,j-1,t}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vclk1</td>
<td>the clock signal for the latch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vt0...vt6</td>
<td>the threshold, T_{ij}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vbenta</td>
<td>regular?, R_{ij}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vc</td>
<td>selection bit of the 3-bit parallel subtractor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vact_1</td>
<td>activity of neuron 1 using the TSPC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vact_2</td>
<td>activity of neuron 2 using the UCDCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vchoice</td>
<td>selection bit of choice block (testing outputs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vr0..vr7 (left)</td>
<td>testing outputs of parallel counter with 3-input AND gate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vr0..vr7 (right)</td>
<td>testing outputs of parallel counter with 2-input AND gate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure D.1 Diagram of Pads Setting
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